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Message from
the Dean
Dear students, faculty, staff, alumni and friends,
First, let me extend my warmest welcome to you all. It has been an extraordinary year with the COVID-19 disruption. To ensure
fruitful semesters ahead, I’d like to remind everyone to continue to prioritize personal health and safety.
This year marks the beginning of my sixth year at ShanghaiTech and my sixteenth year as a professor. A few weeks ago, at a
tenure promotion ceremony, Dr. Jiang, President of ShanghaiTech, was asked by our faculty members how to best characterize
our School of Information Science and Technology or SIST. Having studied and taught at multiple universities in the US and in
China, I was very curious to hear Dr. Jiang’s answer. “In my view, three words: Innovation, Diversity, and Integrity”, said Dr.
Jiang. Indeed, to a proud SISTor like me, nothing better characterizes the traits of SIST than these three words.
Innovation: at SIST we always strive to be at the frontiers of scientific and technological innovations, rooted in a solid understanding of the scientific and technological fundamentals. In recent years, we have expanded and deepened our research in
artificial intelligence, computer vision, intelligent network, post-Moore microelectronics and integrated circuit, intelligent power
and energy systems, automation and robotics, system and security, and smart medicine. In the face of difficulties in the process
of doing all those, we remind often ourselves that the process of innovation will be always accompanied by uncertainties and
often anxiety, and to prevail, we shall not bury our heads in the sand but directly stare at the challenges in the eye and try to
solve the problems step by step. To have courage, faith, and patience is the foundation to innovation.
Diversity and inclusiveness: at SIST, we believe that including people of different backgrounds (e.g., disciplinary training,
gender, nationality, region, and social and economic statuses) enriches everyone’s intellectual life on campus, in particular in
terms of facilitating the generation of new ideas and new thoughts. This philosophy is best reflected in the distinctively transdisciplinary approach we have adopted to structure SIST: unlike most other computer science and engineering schools, SIST does
not have departments but only research centers. We understand that many of today’s scientific and technological challenges,
e.g., artificial intelligence, require close teamwork across disciplines and that rigid disciplinary segmentations restrict scientific
imaginary and collaboration.
Integrity: doing scientific research is mostly about making “conjectures and refutations” through rigorous experimentations and
critical and constructive discussions. Such experimentations and discussions can be carried out in an efficient and effective
fashion only when each member of a research team adheres firmly to good work ethics, e.g., being honest and trustworthy,
diligent, open-minded, generous, and grateful. I thus call upon all SISTors in their collaborative work to be respectful of other’s
effort, to give credit where credit is due, to always be ready to offer help, and not to shy away from asking for help when in need.
Nobody shall be left behind at SIST.
Lastly, I want to remind every SISTor that science and technology must be created first and foremost for social good. Real-world
applications of science and technology often have economic, social, political, ethical, and moral consequences. They often affect
different people differently. Every SISTor must be conscious of the limits of the science and technology they create and know that
their science and technology may have both favorable and adverse, both intended and unintended impacts on nature and society.
In short, at SIST we put all our efforts into building a close community with a shared culture that values transparency, active
participation, effective communication, mutual respect and support, individuality, curiosity, open mindedness, passion, compassion, generosity, diligence, honesty, and, last but not the least, kindness. (And maybe fun and good humor?) I am confident that
SIST is ready to be the home of next-generation leaders in information science, engineering, and businesses. We hope all
SISTors will be recognized and valued by society as critical thinkers and audacious dreamers and doers, but first and foremost
as responsible and conscientious citizens. Welcome all and thank you for your support.

Sincerely,

Jingyi Yu
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上海科技大学
01 年报

上海科技大学（ShanghaiTech University，简称上科大、ShanghaiTech）是一所由上海

市人民政府与中国科学院共同举办、共同建设，由上海市人民政府主管的全日制普通高等学

校，2013年9月30日经教育部批准同意正式建立。学校致力于服务国家经济社会发展战略，
培养科技创新创业人才，提供科技解决方案及发挥思想库作用，积极投身高等教育改革、参
与上海科创中心建设，努力建设一所小规模、高水平、国际化的研究型、创新型大学。
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信息科学与技术学院（SIST）

信息科学与技术学院（SIST）是上海科技大学始创学院之一，致力于聚集和成就未来信息科

学领域的学术大师，培养和团结信息技术及相关应用领域的创新人才和创业领袖，力争在信息科

学与技术的重点领域取得突破性和前沿性的优势成果，实现新科学和新技术的快速转化和产业
化，孕育并服务于信息产业领域的国际领军高科技企业。

信息学院的科研工作将面向全球重大挑战和国家战略需求，充分发挥长三角地区在人才、

资金、科技产业和政策等方面的优势，吸引和聚集一批具有国际声誉的学术带头人建立国际领

03 年报

先的关键技术研究实验室，通过与国内外顶尖大学、科研机构和高科技企业通力协作，掌握并引

导国际信息科技的发展趋势，集中力量攻克核心技术难题，踊跃承担和支撑国家重大科研任务。

信息学院坚持人才培养的中心地位，建设和完善本硕博一体化课程体系，同时面向最前沿、

最尖端的信息科技研究领域及其迅猛发展趋势，积极开展与国际顶尖大学、科研机构和高科技

企业的合作与交流，为学生提供个性化教学和培养计划，开设先进实用的专业课程，提供多样化

的出国留学机会，强化结合实际的企业实习和社会实践活动，注重培养学生的国际视野、团队精
神、领导才能、创新和创业能力。

信息学院将以我们的毕业生之科技和创新成就为荣耀和成功标志，真正成为科学领导者、

技术创新者与未来革新企业创办者的乐园和摇篮。
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课程体系

学生培养
943

616

上海科技大学1585名本科生
中有943名信息学子

上海科技大学1891名研究生
中有616名信息学子

130
上海科技大学846 名博士生
中有130名信息学子

255
2020届共有255名
信息学子毕业

教学培养与毕业数据

上海科技大学作为一所研究型大学，非常重视博雅教育。
一脉相承，信息学院的本科生培养也可以被称为

“自然科学中的博雅教育”。
目前，本科生的课程体系主要由以下三个领域的课程和跨学科课程组成：
1

自然科学

2

社会科学，艺术与人文科学

3

信息科学与技术

学院已经建立了较为丰富的课程体系，即横向覆盖了信息学科下多个学科方向，也在每个方向下提供了

一系列课程，形成了课程链，从而为学生在学科深度与广度上的发展提供了保障。
对于低年级的学生培养方案

侧重于“宽口径、厚基础”的能力培养，而对于高年级的学生则可以自行选择调整自己培养方案的广度与深度。

本科生培养

综述

学院致力于培养学生的社会责任感，并帮助学生获得较强的、可转移的知识和实践技能，如沟通、分析和解决问

题的能力，以及在现实生活中运用信息科学的能力。

总体目标包含以下三个关键组成部分：

课程：信息学院对标国际顶尖研究型大学，致力于建立世界级的本科课程体系。
在参考加州理工学院、麻省理工学
院、斯坦福大学和加州大学伯克利分校的成功实践经验的基础上，信息学院建立了自己的课程体系，既强调跨学
科学习、综合学习和深度学习，又因材施教，根据我院的实际情况进行课程调整。

出国留学：通过与海外高校的紧密合作，信息学院为学生在本科期间提供多样化的出国留学机会，比如：为期一学

期或者一学年的3+1访学项目（如麻省理工学院、加州大学伯克利分校、宾夕法尼亚大学）、暑期访学项目（如加州
大学伯克利分校、帕多瓦大学）或暑期科研项目（如卡内基梅隆大学）。学院的目标是培养具有全球视野与思辨能
力的世界公民。

科研与实践：科研与实践是学院本科课程的重要组成部分。通过科研锻炼能够加强学生理论联系实际的能力，并
帮助他们更好地适应多样化和迅速变化的信息科学技术。
除了在上科大和国际访学期间的科研机会，信息学院还

与众多校外科研机构（如中国科学院）和国际公司（如微软、AMD等）建立了紧密的联系，可以为学生们提供更多科

本科生科研
在信息学院，我们鼓励本科学生积极参与科研工作，这样既可以为他们提供了一次有别于正常课堂教学

的体验机会，也能获得有益于未来科研与非科研职业生涯的技能。此外，我们也坚信在本科阶段有科研经历
的学生在毕业后更有可能继续从事科研相关工作、攻读研究生或者拥有成功的职业生涯。从大学一年级开
始，信息学院的学生就可以申请加入教授的研究实验室并在教授指导下进行研究工作。

研及实习的机会。

课程

通识课程、专业课程和任选课程总选课数不少于140个学分（大一至大四）

实践

社会实践、产业实践、本科生进组科研项目、本科生毕业论文

Study
Abroad

暑期项目、暑期科研、国际会议与竞赛、学期交流

05 年报

大四学生李睿在2020 DAC大会上发表论文
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大四学生涂治在2020年IEEE国际生物医学成像研讨会上发表论文

就业
我院2020年共有162名本科毕业生，约42%的本科毕业生选择前往境外攻读研究生，所获录取函来

自于卡耐基梅隆大学、华盛顿大学、宾夕法尼亚大学、伊利诺伊大学香槟分校、杜克大学、德州农工、慕尼
黑工业大学、南加州大学、约翰霍普金斯大学、哥伦比亚大学等世界知名大学。约37%的本科毕业生选择

在上海科技大学、中国科学院大学、复旦大学等国内高校攻读研究生。约19%的本科毕业生选择直接就
业，工作单位包括字节跳动、拼多多、网易、中国电信、上证交易所所信息技术有限公司、浦发银行、安永咨
询等国内外知名单位。

出国深造 73人

国内读研 65人

42%

中国科学院大学、
复旦大学、
上海科技大学等

宾西法尼亚大学、
卡内基梅隆大学、
杜克大学等

3.4
出国学生平均每人3.4个Oﬀers

出国留学
学院与海外包括麻省理工,

5.1%
收到全美工科大学TOP30学校录取比例

加州大学伯克利分校，耶鲁，康奈尔，宾夕法尼亚大学，密西根大学，卡耐基梅

隆大学，杜克大学，帕多瓦大学等著名学府建立了交流学习关系。自2016年以来，约有55名我院学生通过这些

项目参加了至少一学期的海外访问和学习，另有219多名学生参加了加州大学伯克利分校, 卡耐基梅隆大学等
的暑期科研学习。

待定 6人

2%

本科生

109CS+64EE

37%

企业名称
中国电信
上海证券交易所信息技术
中汇亿达
安永
网易
叠镜
字节跳动
上海科技大学

就业 34人

19%

就业率曲线

95%

99%

深造率曲线
69%

71%

98%
79%

175人

112人

2018届 2019届 2020届

研究生培养

信息学院设有计算机科学技术、电子科学与技术两个国家一级学科开展研究生培养。
围绕一流学科建设的目

标，
“十三五”期间，信息学院集聚了一批高水平、国际化的年轻师资，成立了“智能医学信息研究中心”、
“视觉与数
据智能中心”、
“自动化与机器人中心”、
“智能网络中心”、
“后摩尔器件与集成系统中心”、
“智慧电力与能源系统中
心”和“系统与安全中心”七大研究中心，致力于跨学科和交叉学科的协同研究和人才培养。

科研进展
加州大学伯克利分校暑期交流项目

卡耐基梅隆大学RISS项目

07 年报

出国留学

随着信息学子队伍的不断壮大，以我们的研究生为第一作者发表的论文数量上升了。截至2020年，我院研究

生发表论文347篇(以第一作者身份)，其中期刊论文192篇，会议论文120篇。
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就业

研究生毕业生就业去向优异，平均薪酬极具竞争力。信息学院从2013年开始招收硕士，至今已经毕业了5届硕

学生获奖荣誉

士，共291人。其中绝大多数(约87%)都是在知名企业和行业研发实验室开始职业生涯，如华为、腾讯、阿里巴巴、百

度、海康威视、思科、携程、微软、英特尔、ARM等。
部分硕士研究生选择到美国马里兰大学、塔姆大学、帝国理工学院、
加州大学河滨分校、加州大学河滨分校、新加坡国立大学等研究型大学继续深造。
同时，信息学院已经培养了三届博

SC20超算大赛
中获得亚洲队
第三名

士毕业生，大多都选择去知名公司进行就业，如华为、阿里巴巴、百度和联影。

2020年硕士毕业生就业情况 (就业率100%)

国内升学 3人

创业 1人

5%
2%

海外深造 14人

22%

马里兰大学

47%

阿里巴巴
腾讯

海康威视

SIST 2020届
硕士生
毕业65人

加州大学洛杉矶分校
威斯康星麦迪逊分校
多伦多大学
陆汶大学

学生类别

韩文娟

博士生

姜育宁
罗伟鑫
徐衍钰
吴旭阳
刘成
黄坤

冯煦晖
柯文建
周杨林
陈垚江
杨付乾
薛志鹏
刘泽宁
杨恺

刘义晛
周德森

09 年报

导 师

导师类别

联合培养单位名称

屠可伟

常任

上科大

Boris Houska

博士生

高盛华

博士生

高盛华

博士生

吴亦农

博士生

Boris Houska

博士生
博士生
博士生

陆疌

高盛华
王跃林

常任
常任

常任

哔哩哔哩
字节跳动
高通

英伟达

博士后

上科大

新加坡国立大学

博士后

上科大
上科大

常任

上科大

新加坡国立大学
新加坡科技局
瑞典皇家理工
复旦大学

博士后
博士后
博士后

算法工程师

特聘

微系统所

联影

IC设计工程师

常任

上科大

禾赛科技

硬件开发工程师

常任

上科大

华为

研究工程师

上科大

常任

博士生

石远明

常任

博士生

何旭明

常任

常任

上科大

华为
华为

研究工程师
5G工程师

上科大

网络通信与安全紫金山实验室

上科大

网络通信与安全紫金山实验室

网络安全工程师

上科大

腾讯

算法工程师

上科大

微众银行
百度

设计自动化会议-系统设计竞赛第二名

博士后

深圳云天励飞

杨旸

屠可伟

岗 位

上科大

常任

杨旸

单 位

洛桑联邦理工大学

上科大

常任

罗喜良

博士生

博士生

第45届国际大学生编程大赛
亚洲区 南京赛区金奖

大疆

上科大

特聘

常任

陈佰乐

博士生

常任

杨旸

博士生
博士生

拼多多

2020年博士生就业就业情况 (学术就业占比：35%）

博士生

博士生

华为

网易

悉尼大学

姓 名

上海图书馆开放数据竞赛二等奖

就业 50人

安全研究员

算法工程师
算法工程师

2020年英特尔创新黑客马拉松二等奖

第二届“复微杯”2020全国大学生电子
设计大赛总决赛软件赛道第一名
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信息学子也以他们自己的方式共同抗疫：

众志成城抗击疫情
翻转课堂

在这一特殊时期，学院师生采取实际行动，共同抗击新型冠状病毒引发的肺炎疫情。
为了保障教学质量，学院通

过“翻转课堂”的授课模式，共开设线上本科生课程26门，研究生课程24门。通过将线下课程视频与在线实时互动相
结合，更能激发学生自主学习和深入思考的能力。

Geekpie社团成员张启煊、徐鸿图、秦斐然同
学积极响应学校在线文化展览的部署。他们
花了两天时间建立交流网站，并创建了一个
抗疫主题的工作区。

徐鸿图在开发软件
我院18级CS专业姚沧力同学利用自己的技
术特长，作为志愿者参加民盟上海美术工作
者联合总支数字影像支部策划的影片《平凡
英雄》的制作。这支历时半个多月的《平凡英
雄》真实地记录下了医务工作者及其家人的
英雄故事。他们的感情真挚而感动，他们的举
动勇敢而无畏。

教授们授课

G20G线上寻宝游戏于2020年3月15日上

线。这款游戏借鉴了CTF解密比赛的模式，
教学课件分享

远程实验平台

通过提供具体线索，引导参与者完成任务。
由Geekpie成员张启煊、张龙文、叶者、杨易
为、井皓天、邱龙田共同设计开发。

“SI100”是一门为所有

大一新生开设的入门课程。
到2020年，上课的人数达到
407人。今年，我们在该课程

上进行了远程实验的创新

实践，教学效果显著。同时，
该在线远程实验平台对所

有师生免费开放，已有20多
所高校申请使用，在线教学
次数超过10万人次。

11 年报

我院本科生曾理和凌子傲报名参加了志愿者活动，并帮助当地社区分发抗疫资料,维护社区安全。
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杨旸：

成为自己（Be Yourself）

王春东：

在小说《基督山伯爵》的结尾，大仲马写到，人类所有的智慧都包含在两个词里⸺“等待”和“希
望”。
希望广大SISTors坚忍不拔，正心诚意，在等待中积蓄力量，用奋斗实现梦想。
王成：

上科大是一所创新型的大学，希望这份创新的精神融入你的骨子里，伴随你人生的职业生涯。
同
时，希望你学好本领，回馈社会，报国裕民，远离精致的利己主义者。
张海鹏：

Keep pushing the boundaries.
高飞：

用颠覆式创新突破内卷焦虑
李权：

Follow your heart wherever life takes and if it fails, remember life rule No.1: it doesn’t matter!
邵子瑜：

长风破浪会有时，直挂云帆济沧海，衷心的祝愿同学们未来发展一切顺利，阖家幸福，快乐每一天！
廉黎祥：

To find yourself, love yourself and freely be whatever you want to be. Just enjoy life.
祝智峰：

努力生活，不留遗憾！
林丰涵：

人生的选择不是科学对比实验，相信你总可以想到法子让自己每天进步多一点。
赵登吉：

Stay Hungry. Stay Foolish
Laurent Kneip：
I wish you all the best, and hope that ShanghaiTech continues to be a outstanding jump board for your
future. Please do keep us updated about your achievements, and stay in touch.

13 年报
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Faculty

Center Introduction
Visual & Data Intelligence Center (VDI center)
Introduction
Visual and Data Intelligence Center (VDI Center) are rapidly evolving fields where imaging, display and computational
disciplines converge. It is fundamental to modern day imaging and display technology and essential to 21st century
information sciences, impacting fields from digital entertainment, security and surveillance, architectural design, traffic
monitoring and control to biomedical imaging, biology, and education in general. VR and VC encompass the development and application of computational tools for the collection, analysis, management, and visualization of information
sciences data, as well as modeling and simulation methods for the study of imaging systems to enable discovery and
innovation.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Upgrade traditional 2D images with high-dimensional light filed as the input and integrating cutting-edge AI technologies like deep learning. Our research aims to implement intelligent vision processing mechanism similar to human eyes,
then improve the robustness of computer vision in complicated environment. Our research has broad potential application including automatic drive, intelligent surveillance, medical imaging, etc.

VIRTUAL REALITY
We aim at boosting the research in virtual reality with state-of-the-art light field technologies, including all aspects of
light field acquisition, rendering and display, to create indistinguishable virtual environment for human eyes.

COMPUTER VISION
Our research aims at exploring the low-dimensional structure among the huge high dimensional data by leveraging the
deep learning and sparse/low-rank models, and use it for solving real computer vision problems, including object
recognition, face recognition, action recognition, etc.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS
We develop advanced tools and methods across interdisciplinary research areas in computer graphics, e.g. human-computer interaction, 3D vision, computational fabrication, physically based flow simulation, rendering and visualization.

COMPUTATIONAL IMAGING

VDI

We focus on developing next-generation computational imaging systems that takes full advantage of both optics and
algorithms to benefit various applications such aslight field camera, hyperspectral imaging, biomedical imaging etc.
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Jingyi Yu

Shenghua Gao

Professor, Executive Dean

Associate Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Computer Vision；
Computer Graphics；
Computational Imaging
and Photography；
Medical Imaging；
Bioinformatics

Computer vision and
Machine Learning

Xuming He

Qifeng Liao

Associate Professor,
Assistant Dean
Research Interests：

Associate Professor
Research Interests：

1.Computer Vision: Scene
understanding, Semantic segmentation, Object detection, Vision and
language
2.Machine Learning: Graphical
models, Neural networks,
Weakly-supervised and meta-learning, Approximate inference

Model Order Reduction；
Uncertainty Quantification；
Big Data Algorithms；
Numerical Methods for Partial
Differential Equations ；
Finite Element Methods；
Domain Decomposition
Methods

Kewei Tu

Jiahua Jiang

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Natural Language Processing；
Machine Learning；
Knowledge Representation；
Computer Vision；
Artificial Intelligence

Model Order Reduction；
Uncertainty Quantification；
Inverse problems with
applications in image
processing

Xiaopei Liu

Quan Li

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Computer Graphics (Physically-based
simulation, rendering and visualization)；
Computational Fluid Dynamics (large-scale
fluid simulation and fluid-solid coupling)；
Scientific Visualization；
Optimal Control and Reinforcement
Learning；
Parallel Computing

Big Data Visualization and
Visual Analytics, Data Science,
Interpretable Artificial Intelligence, Data Storytelling,
Human-Computer Interaction,
Computational Social Science
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Research Highlights
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Yuexin Ma

Yue Qiu

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Research Interests：
Computer Vision；
Computer Graphics

Numerical linear algebra；
Uncertainty quantification；
Matrix computations；
Data assimilation；
Data science

Lu Sun

Manolis Tsakiris

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Machine learning, pattern
recognition and data mining

Theoretical foundations of data
science；
Machine learning and signal
processing；
Commutative algebra and
algebraic geometry

Jingya Wang

Hao Wang

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Computer Vision；
Machine Learning；
Artificial Intelligence

Nonlinear Optimization；
Machine Learning

Lan Xu

Dengji Zhao

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Computer Vision；
Computer Graphics;
Machine Learning

Artificial Intelligence；
Multi-Agent Systems；
Algorithmic Game Theory；
Auction/Mechanism Design；
Sharing & Digital Economy；
Smart Cities

Spatial Relation Induced Network For Spatial Description Resolution
The students in Professor Shenghua Gao, Vision and Data Intelligence Center, have proposed a novel spatial description
induced network for the spatial description resolution task. Such a network simplifies the representation of spatial
relationships and deeply investigates the spatial relationships, by extracting local spatial relationships. It improves the
accuracy by 24% compared to existing methods. This novel work has been accepted by the top AI conference, Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems.
Visual localization tasks aim to locate target positions according to language descriptions, where many downstream
applications have been developed such as visual question answering, visual grounding and spatial description resolution
(SDR). However, spatial description resolution of panoramic images include the complicated entities, and the language
descriptions are longer and include multiple spatial relationship words, which limit improvement of performance. The
research finds: a local spatial relationship guided distillation module distills the visual features to different discriminative features. The distilling visual features with local spatial relationships concentrate on specific features corresponding
to these crucial language hints, consequently facilitating final target localization. These panoramic images are first-person view. Two global coordinate maps can alleviate the ambiguities of global positional reasoning in an efficient way.
Experiments show that the method outperforms the state-of-the-art method by 24% in terms of accuracy.

VDI

First author：Peiyao Wang，Weixin Luo
Corresponding author：Shenghua Gao
Link to this article：https://papers.nips.cc/paper/2020/file/778609db5dc7e1a8315717a9cdd8fd6f-Paper.pdf
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Turning Regular Expressions into Trainable Recurrent Neural Networks
Prof. Kewei Tu’s group and their collaborators at Leyan Inc. proposed a method to convert regular expressions to a
recurrent neural network. The method combines the advantages of symbolic rules and neural networks and achieves
good empirical results on text classification under the zero-shot, low-resource, and high-resource settings. This result is
published in Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP), a top conference in the field of natural
language processing, titled as “Cold-start and Interpretability: Turning Regular Expressions into Trainable Recurrent
Neural Networks”.
Regular expressions (RE) are one of the most widely used symbolic rules in natural language processing. They have
good interpretability and high precision, but cannot learn from data to improve their performance as neural networks do.
In comparison, neural networks have amazing accuracy when trained with sufficient labeled data, but do not work well
when labeled data are scarce. In addition, neural networks are hard to interpret and cannot easily integrate external
knowledge. Dr. Tu’s group propose to convert the non-deterministic finite automata (NFAs) that are equivalent to REs
to a trainable recurrent neural network, thus combining the advantages of symbolic rules and neural networks. The
experiments on text classification show that the neural network converted from the RE system has similar performance
to REs and much better performance than randomly initialized neural networks when there is no data; it has clear
advantage in the low-resource scenarios; and it is comparable to neural networks when there are sufficient data.

Post-Moore Microelectronics Integrated Circuit Center (PMICC)
Center Introduction

PMICC

The PMICC center aims to promote the research and applications of the smart devices, circuits and systems. Our mission
is to realize high energy-efficient computing for emerging applications, from the perspectives of fundamental research
core techniques in physical principles, devices, circuits and systems. The center is exploring technologies ranging from
cryogenic electronics, spintronics, semiconductor optoelectronics, silicon piezoelectric hybrid MEMS transducers, wide
bandgap semiconductors, smart electronic design automation, customized system-on-chip, smart signal processing
algorithms, reconfigurable computing, ultra-low voltage digital circuit design, and custom computing for robotics, smart
vehicles and so on.
Until 2020, PMICC has 13 PIs and more than 80 graduate students. In the past five years, They have published 140+
highly-impact journal papers and 110+ top conference papers including Science, Science Advances, Nature Materials,
Nature Nanotechnology, Nature Communications, Proceedings of the IEEE, Nano Letters, ACS Nano, Optica, ACS
Photonics, DAC. We are also actively participating several national/CAS key R&D research programs with more than
30,000,000 RMB funding. In addition, under the framework of several research platforms including ShanghaiTech
Microelectronics Research Center, ShanghaiTech-UC Berkeley BDMC, and ShanghaiTech Quantum Device Nanofabrication Center, we are also collaborating with IC companies and universities to push emerging IC research forward.

Faculty
Yajun Ha

Xufeng Kou

Professor

Associate Professor,
Assistant Dean

Research Interests：

First author：Chengyue Jiang
Corresponding author：Kewei Tu
Link to this article：http://faculty.sist.shanghaitech.edu.cn/faculty/tukw/emnlp20reg.pdf
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FPGA architectures, tools, and
applications;
Ultra low power circuits and
systems;
Embedded system design and
methodology for applications in
hardware security, smart vehicles
and machine learning

Research Interests：

Pingqiang Zhou

Baile Chen

Associate Professor,
Assistant Dean

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：
EDA (electronic design
automation);
Machine Learning/deep
learning
AI chip;
Computer architecture

Nanoelectronics;
Spintronics;
Topological Quantum Matters;
Cryogenic CMOS

Research Interests：
III-V semiconductor materials
and devices;
High speed photodiodes;
Silicon photonics
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Xin Lou

Hongming Lyu

Yi Zou

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Digital FIR filter design and
implementation;
Energy-efficient VLSI digital signal
processing circuits and systems;
Smart vision circuits and systems;

Analog, RF, and Mixed-Signal
Integrated Circuits；
Bioelectronics；
Implantable Medical Devices；
Microwave and Wireless
Technology

Integrated Photonics;
Nanophotonics;
Fiber Optics

Hao Ren

Cheng Wang

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) for Biomedical;
Energy and Emerging Applications

Semiconductor optoelectronics;
Novel semiconductor lasers;
Laser dynamics;
Photonic integrated circuits,
optical communication, and gas
spectroscopy

Tao Wu

Yumeng Yang

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Multiferroic materials and
transducers;
Micro-/Nano-Electro-Mechanical system;
Micro-/Nano-scale manufacturing and advanced semiconductor processing

Spintronics, Magnetic
random access memory,
Magnetoresistance sensor,
Noise characterization

Zhifeng Zhu

Xinbo Zou

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

MRAM, spintronic oscillators;
Programmable logic devices,
in-memory computing devices;
Bio-inspired computing devices;
Ferrimagnets or antiferromagnets based devices

Wide bandgap Semiconductor
Power Devices;
GaN-based Microwave and
Millimeter-wave Devices;
Characterization of Deep-level
Trap Properties

PMICC

Research Highlights
DVFS-Based Scrubbing Scheduling for Reliability Maximization on Parallel Tasks in SRAM-based FPGAs
Rui Li, a student from the research group of Prof. Yajun Ha, had a paper accepted by ACM / IEEE Design Automation
Conference (DAC 2020) (Paper title: DVFS-Based Scrubbing Scheduling for Reliability Maximization on Parallel Tasks
in SRAM-based FPGAs). Yajun Ha's group proposed a new FPGA scrubbing mechanism based on dynamic voltage
frequency adjustment (DVFS). This work can improve the system reliability by 36.1% and basically makes
SRAM-based FPGAs applicable to areas with high requirements for circuit reliability.
Static RAM (SRAM) based Field programmable gate array (FPGA) is considered as a potential high efficiency computing platform for applications on satellites and smart vehicles. It has powerful computing power and performance and has
the flexibility of reconfigurable circuits. At the same time, FPGA has the significant advantages of low cost and fast
time-to-market compared to dedicated chip ASIC. But in terms of reliability, SRAM-based FPGAs were not originally
designed for high-reliability scenarios, thus data stored in SRAM can be easily affected by the external environment in a
high-radiation environment.
Yajun Ha's group proposed a new FPGA scrubbing mechanism based on dynamic voltage frequency adjustment (DVFS)
and developed a set of optimization algorithms to maximize the chance of SRAM being scrubbed before being executed.
Compared with the Triple Module Redundancy mechanism, the scrubbing mechanism utilizes the programmability of
FPGA, thus avoiding a lot of hardware redundancy. Compared with other latest researches, this work can improve the
system reliability by 36.1% and makes SRAM-based FPGAs applicable to areas with high requirements for circuit
reliability without hardware overhead.

First author：Rui Li
Corresponding author：Yajun Ha
Link to this article：
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9218574
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Tailoring the Hybrid Anomalous Hall Response in Engineered Magnetic Topological Insulator Heterostructures
Prof. Xufeng Kou’s group, Post-Moore Microelectronics and Integrated Circuit Center(PMICC), School of Information
Science and Technology(SIST), have observed hybrid anomalous Hall effect (AHE) in Bi2Te3/MnTe heterostructures,
More importantly, by doping the Bi2Te3 layer with Sb, they are able to tune the carrier density and type in the system
subtly and thus manipulate the sign of the Berry phase-associated AHE component. These findings, titled “Tailoring the
Hybrid Anomalous Hall Response in Engineered Magnetic Topological Insulator Heterostructures”, have been
published international academic journal Nano Letters.

ic issue, Prof. Kou Xufeng’s group from School of Information Science and Technology (SIST) have designed and
fabricated the epitaxial (BixSb1-x)2Te3/MnTe magnetic heterostructures by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and
realized effective manipulation of anomalous Hall effect in this system through precise variation of layer thickness and
doping level and thus manipulate the sign of the Berry phase-associated AHE component. This in turn unveils a new
avenue for MTI heterostructure-based multifunctional applications, such as magnetic storage and magnetic sensors.

Introduction
The Center for intelligent Power and Energy Systems (CiPES) at ShanghaiTech aims to integrate the cutting-edge
technologies including distributed microgrid, smart grid, plug-in electric vehicle, Internet of Things, big data, and
artificial intelligence, to comprehensively optimize the whole process of power generation, energy storage, power
distribution, and utilization. CiPES will serve as a pillar of ShanghaiTech’s path to a world-class research university by
cultivating top talents and pioneering the research in the field of power and energy systems. They continuously devote
ourselves to promote low-carbon, intelligent, and highly reliable power and energy systems in China and world wide.

POWER ELECTRONICS

CiPES' research on power electronics is revolved around modeling, simulating, prototyping, and validating power
electronics systems in the applications of electrified transportation, renewable energies harvesting, smart home, power
management of wearable devices and many more. They develop power management solutions that take advantage of
advanced topologies, power devices, magnetic materials, and control strategies in those emerging fields.

POWER SYSTEMS
First author：Peng Chen, Yong Zhang, Qi Yao
Corresponding author：Xufeng Kou, Shilei Zhang, Qi Yao
Link to this article：https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/acs.nanolett.9b04932

CiPES

Magnetic topological insulator(MTI) heterostructures, which can be realized by the combination of a topological
insulator and a high-temperature magnetic material, have unique advantages. In such MTIs, the overall magnetic
properties can be effectively enhanced through the magnetic proximity effect. Furthermore, the separation of spin orbit
coupling effect and magnetic exchange coupling in different layers enables us to optimize each contribution
independently. Therefore, building a reasonably system of magnetic heterostructure based on topological insulators will
greatly promote the application prospects of topological quantum materials in spintronics. To address the above scientif-

Center for Intelligent Power & Energy System (CiPES)

Power system is a network of electrical components to generate, transmit and distribute electrical energy. Modern power
system evolves with increasing complexity, encountering challenges brought by growing penetration of renewables and
power electronic interfaced devices. CiPES focuses on developing advanced modeling, protection, and control methodologies to ensure reliability, resiliency, safty and efficiency of modern power systems.

WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER

They are actively developing the core technology and additional intellectual property that will take wireless power
transfer and apply it to charge various devices, such as medical implants, IoT sensors, mobile phones, household
appliances, automatic robots, and electrical vehicles.

POWER SOLUTIONS FOR IOT

They develop energy harvesting technology for the highly distributed electronic devices in the future "Internet of
Everything" scenarios. Those energy-self-contained motes will further advance the informatization and intellectualization in our society.

ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES

They work on energy storage devices and systems for various applications such as power grids, electrified transportation, and Internet of Things. Our research efforts cover modeling and characterization of energy storage technologies
(e.g., batteries and supercapacitors) as well as design and analytics of energy storage applications.
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Faculty
Haoyu Wang

Minfan Fu

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Power electronics;
Plug-in electric vehicles;
Renewable energy systems;
Power management
solutions for emerging fields
including big data, AI, IoT,
and etc.

Power Electronics: Wireless power
transfer, ultra-high-frequency power
conversion, applications of
wide-band-gap devices, magnetic
integration, modeling and control of
resonant convertors, ubiquitous
power IoT, AI and big data based
intelligent power network

Yu Liu

Junrui Liang

Assistant Professor
Research Interests：

Assistant Professor

Power system/microgrid protection
and fault location;
Power system state/parameter
estimation;
DC transmission and distribution
systems;
Condition monitoring and health
management of power electronic
system

Low energy embedded system;
Ubiquitous Internet of Things
(IoT);
Power management integrated
circuit (PMIC);
Energy harvesting;
Mechatronics

High-voltage long-distance power transmission is able to transmit huge amount of clean energy with low loss, and
therefore enable increasing utilization of the clean energy. However, faults may sometimes occur on transmission lines.
After isolation of the faulted line, accurate fault location is very essential since it can minimize the time spent searching
for the fault, reduce power outage time and improve the reliability of power supply. With the development of modern
power systems, transmission lines are evolving with increased complexity such as long distance and asymmetry, which
make it more challenging to accurately determine the location of the fault.
This paper achieves accurate fault location by accurately calculating the voltage distribution along the transmission line
during the fault in time domain. The paper proposes a new numerical scheme specifically for the fault location
problem, to solve the partial differential equations (PDEs) corresponding to the complex and asymmetrical multi-phase
transmission line. The PDEs describe the physical laws that the line voltages and currents should obey, with full
consideration of distributed parameters and line asymmetry. Based on strict mathematical derivation, the stability and
the minimum error of the proposed numerical scheme can be ensured with the suggested selection of the numerical
intervals. Numerical experiments verify that the proposed numerical scheme and the fault location method achieve
more accurate fault location results with extremely short data window (5 ms) and a relatively low sampling rate (4
kHz) compared to the existing time domain fault location methods.

Research Interests：

Hengzhao Yang
Assistant Professor
Research Interests：

Research Highlights
Accurate Fault Location Method on Long Transmission Lines via Numerical Solutions of Partial Differential Equations
Prof. Yu Liu’s Group proposes an accurate fault location method for long distance transmission line. This method
achieves fault location by accurate calculation of the voltage distribution along the transmission line during the fault
transient in time domain. The paper entitled “Time-domain transmission line fault location method with full consideration of distributed parameters and line asymmetry” is published in IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON POWER DELIVERY,
the best peer-reviewed journal in the field of power system protection, transmission and distribution.
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Energy Storage Devices and
Systems;
Renewable Energy Systems;
Power Electronics
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First author：Dayou Lu
Corresponding author：Yu Liu
Link to this article：https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9000637
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Motion/Vibration-powered IoT Platform
Prof. Junrui Liang and his students has proposed a motion/vibration-powered IoT sensor developing prototype called
ViPSN. ViPSN is the first open-source development platform specified for vibration-powered IoT devices. The
cyber-electromechanical synergy was emphasized towards the co-design of these devices. The design and results were
published in the renowned journal “IEEE Internet of Things Journal”, entitled “ViPSN: A Vibration-Powered IoT
Platform”.

Introduction
NICE is a research center conducting both theoretical and engineering-oriented researches in various areas to understand
and exploit the networks. The current research areas include
1
2
3
4

Network Communications: network information and coding theory, network large-scale optimization theory
Network Information Processing: big data analysis, learning and optimization, complex neural networks
Network Computing: edge and fog computing, cloud computing, social networks
Network Intelligence: distributed learning, edge intelligence, AI in internet of things

SCIENCE MISSION

NICE is to become an international leader in researching, developing, and disseminating technical solutions about
network and intelligence.

EDUCATIONAL MISSION

NICE offers a broad array of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral programs with the focus on network intelligence.

EDUCATIONAL GOAL
To educate and train the future leaders in network intelligence.

Faculty
Ning Cai
Professor(IEEE Fellow)
Research Interests：
Network coding
Classical information theory
Quantum information theory

Yuanming Shi
Associate Professor
Research Interests：

First author：Xin Li
Corresponding author：Junrui Liang
Link to this article：https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9169698
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NICE

ViPSN leverages the exploitation and utilization of ambient vibration energy by using a piezoelectric transducer. The
roles and relations of six necessary modules, including energy generation unit (EGU), energy transduction unit (ETU),
energy enhancement unit (EEU), energy management unit (EMU), energy user unit (EUU), and edge demonstration unit
(EDU) are discussed in details. In particular, an enhanced EMU is proposed by making necessary complements to an
extensively used off-the-shelf integrated circuit (IC) solution for piezoelectric transducers. It provides more comprehensive energy storage indicating signals, such that the sensing, computing, and transmitting tasks can be carried out more
robustly by keeping a good awareness of the remaining energy. Owing to the enhanced EMU design, vibration energy in
various forms, such as intermittent and transient ones, can be more effectively harvested and utilized. The performance
of ViPSN is evaluated, in terms of its lifetime and quality of service (QoS), under different vibration scenarios. The
inclusive design and affiliated open-source project of ViPSN help build a new ecosystem for the research and development of vibration- or motion-powered IoT systems.

Network Intelligence Center (NICE)

Applications: communications
networks, artificial intelligence, internet
of things, big data
Fundamentals: machine learning, signal
processing, optimization, statistics
RESEARCH AREAS:
communications networks, artificial
intelligence, machine learning, signal
processing

Yang Yang

Professor(IEEE Fellow)
Research Interests：

Fog Computing Networks
Service-Oriented Collaborative
Intelligence
Wireless Sensor Networks and
IoT Applications

Ziyu Shao

Associate Professor
Research Interests：

Theory: Reinforcement Learning, Statistical
Learning, Stochastic Optimization, Machine
Learning, Online Learning and Optimization.
Application: Network Computing (Fog
Computing, Edge Computing and Cloud
Computing), Intelligent Internet of Things,
Federated Learning System, Distributed Deep
Learning System.
RESEARCH AREA;
Network and Artificial Intelligence
Optimization and Learning Algorithms
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Fenghan Lin

Lixiang Lian

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Electromagnetic Theory;
Antenna Array and
Multi-Antenna System;
Microwave, mmWave, THz
Device and Integration;
Radar and Sensing;
Electromagnetic Metamaterials

Wireless Communications,
Signal Processing,
Compressive Sensing, Machine
Learning

Ye Shi

Youlong Wu

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Machine learning, Artificial
Intelligence, Fuzzy systems,
Smart Grid, Robust control

Network Information theory
Wireless communication

Ziping Zhao

Yong Zhou

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Research Interests：

Research Interests：

Optimization, Machine
Learning, Signal Processing
with applications in Big Data
Analytics, Financial Technology, and Intelligent Networks

5G and Beyond
IoT
Edge Computing
Machine Learning

Research Highlights
Professor Ziyu Shao’s Research Group Made An Important Progress in Scheduling Mechanism of
Intelligent Networks
Professor Ziyu Shao’s research group made an important progress on intelligent networking, addressing the following
question: “How to systematically design effective predictive scheduling algorithms for intelligent networks?” Their
answer, of high importance to recent software-defined networking (SDN) systems, and their results were published
under the title “Predictive Switch-Controller Association and Control Devolution for SDN Systems”, a research article
accepted at the IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking (IEEE/ACM TON).
Prof. Shao’s Group developed scenario-adaptive predictive scheduling algorithms, which can be applied to various
intelligent network scenarios, including software-defined networking, edge computing, network function virtualization
systems and data streaming processing systems. The corresponding design schemes are shown in Figure 1.
For example, for SDN systems, to enhance the scalability and reliability of the control plane, existing solutions adopt
either multi-controller design with static switch-controller association, or static control devolution by delegating certain
request processing back to switches. Such solutions can fall short in face of temporal variations of request traffics,
incurring considerable local computation costs on switches and their communication costs on controllers. So far, it still
remains an open problem to develop a joint online scheme that conducts dynamic switch-controller association and
dynamic control devolution. In addition, the fundamental benefits of predictive scheduling to SDN systems still remain
unexplored. In this paper, Prof. Shao’s group identified the non-trivial trade-off in such a joint design and formulate a
stochastic network optimization problem which aims to minimize time-averaged total system costs and ensure longterm queue stability. By exploiting the unique problem structure, they devise a predictive online switch-controller
association and control devolution scheme, which solves the problem through a series of online distributed decision
making. Theoretical analysis shows that without prediction, this scheme can achieve near-optimal total system costs
with tunable trade-off for queue stability. With prediction, this scheme can achieve even better performances with
shorter latencies. Notably, with mild-value of future information, this scheme incurs a significant reduction in request
latencies, even when faced with prediction errors.

Haipeng Zhang
Assistant Professor
Research Interests：
Data Mining, in particular mining
e-business, social media, smart phone
and financial data. Discovering patterns
from various human behavioral data in
the virtual world to see how they reflect
or predict behaviors or events in the real
world. More recently, the focus has
been on the intersection of data science
and finance.
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Figure 1: Examples of Predictive Scheduling Algorithms

First author：Xi Huang and Simeng Bian
Corresponding author：Professor Ziyu Shao
Link to this article：https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9200338
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Communication-Efficient Edge AI: Algorithms and Systems
Prof. Yuanming Shi’s research group and collaborators from HKUST and PolyU have surveyed the key techniques for
improving the communication efficiency of performing artificial intelligence (AI) training and inference tasks at
network edges, a.k.a., edge AI. Edge AI is envisioned to promote the paradigm shift of futuristic 6G networks from
“connected things” to “connected intelligence”. The exciting results have recently been published in IEEE Communications Surveys and Tutorials, titled “Communication-Efficient Edge AI: Algorithms and Systems” by Shi et al.

Communication-Efficient Edge AI Algorithms Design
The unique distributed structure and limited resources of edge AI make it fundamentally distinct from the model training
in cloud center. Due to the limited communication bandwidth, the high communication overhead resulted by frequent
information exchange across distributed devices for model training becomes one of the key bottlenecks. The paper has
carried out a thorough investigation on the various optimization algorithms and the various approaches to improve their
communication efficiency from the perspective of reducing communication round and reducing the required communication bandwidth in each round. The optimization algorithms are categorized into four classes: zeroth-order method,
first-order method, second-order method, and federated optimization method. There are often different types of
constraints in real-world applications, such as data privacy and maximum round of information exchanges. This paper
provides basic algorithmic frameworks based on which one is able to design a customized edge AI algorithm for the
specific application. Also, the extensive reference has laid the groundwork for future researches.

Communication-Efficient Edge AI Systems Design
According to the different system architectures of edge AI, this paper has also surveyed the system-level approaches for
improving communication efficiency. The main system architectures of edge AI are summarized into four categories,
i.e., data partition based edge training systems, model partition based edge training systems, computation offloading
based edge inference systems, and general edge computing systems. In recent years, different system architectures have
been studied and a number of communication efficiency enhancement techniques have thus been proposed, such as
over-the-air computation, pliable index coding, coded computing, and cooperative transmission. It demonstrates that the
availability of source data and the structure of AI tasks are two main influences on determining the architecture of edge
AI systems. There are many efforts to fit the constraints (e.g., storage, computation, communication, privacy, etc.) in
various applications given the system architecture, which provides valuable reference for both the industry and
academia.

NICE

ShanghaiTech Automation and Robotics Center (STAR)
Introduction
The ShanghaiTech Automation and Robotics Center - STAR Center - is one of seven centers of the School of Information Science and Technology SIST of ShanghaiTech University. It aims to facilitate close collaboration between the
SIST professors to develop novel algorithms and systems for automation and robotics.
The center occupies the second floor of the SIST 1D building - see the map below. The center has a space of about 1,700
square meters, including labs, offices for professors and students, a conference room and facilities. It is the philosophy
of SIST that the students of the different groups of a center all share one big office, such that they may discuss and share
their knowledge and ideas for the mutual benefit of all. The Center and SIST are encouraging robotics and automation
researchers to join the STAR Center and apply for faculty positions.

Faculty
Boris Houska

Laurent Kneip

Associate Professor

Associate Professor
Research Interests：
Computer vision；
3D perception for mobile
systems；
Structure from motion；
Visual localization and
mapping；
Algebraic geometry

Research Interests：
Optimal Control；
Model Predictive Control；
Robust Optimization

Jie Lu

Song Liu

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor
Research Interests：

Research Interests：
Distributed optimization
algorithms；
Large-scale optimization
methods and applications；
Multi-agent coordination and
decision making；
UAV navigation and control
algorithms

Robotic micro/nano manipulation, soft sensor, acoustic
holographics, human-robot
interaction

Corresponding author：Professor Yuanming Shi
Link to this article：https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9134426/
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Andre Rosendo

Sören Schwertfeger

Assistant Professor
Research Interests：

Assistant Professor

Machine learning applied to
Robotics
Bayesian Learning, Reinforcement Learning, Deep Bayesian
Learning, Neural Networks
Robotics
Legged locomotion, Wheeled
locomotion, Manipulation, Soft
Robotics

Mobile Robotics；
Robot Performance Evaluation,
especially Map Evaluation；
Mapping and Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping
(SLAM)；
Robot Autonomy and Intelligence

existing methods. The practical validity of our approach is demonstrated by a successful application to three different
event camera motion estimation problems. We believe that the globally optimal solution to these problems provides
important insights on the achievable accuracy of event-based contrast maximisation methods.

Research Interests：

Yang Wang
Assistant Professor
Research Interests：
Output regulation, estimation,
adaptive control and its
applications

Research Highlights
Globally-Optimal Event Camera Motion Estimation
The mobile perception lab under the direction of Professor Laurent Kneip proposed a novel, globally optimal algorithm
that can be applied to a variety of motion estimation problems of event cameras and verified by experiments. The
algorithm is based on the branch and bound optimization technique, and the accuracy of the algorithm is one order of
magnitude higher than that of local optimization methods. With the title of "globally optimal event camera motion
estimation", the achievement was published in a top international computer vision conference, the 2020 European
Conference on Computer Vision (ECCV), and it was recently extended and accepted with minor revision by the top
journal in computer vision, the Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (TPAMI).
Event cameras are novel bio-inspired sensors that perform well in challenging illumination conditions and have high
temporal resolution. However, their concept is fundamentally different from traditional frame-based cameras. They are
so-called neuro-morphic sensors and work more like the human eye. The pixels of an event camera operate independently and asynchronously. They measure changes of the logarithmic brightness and return them in the highly discretized
form of time-stamped. New models and algorithms are needed to process this kind of measurements. The flow of the
events is modelled by a general homographic warping in a space-time volume, and the objective is formulated as a
maximization of contrast within the image of warped events. Our core contribution consists of deriving globally optimal
solutions to these generally non-convex problems, which removes the dependency on a good initial guess plaguing
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First author：Xin Peng
Corresponding author：Laurent Kneip
Link to this article：
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-58574-7_4
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Research on robot mapping leads to collaboration with ShanghaiTech Startup Stereye
Students from Prof. Schwertfeger’s lab recently founded a ShanghaiTech Startup called Stereye that provides next-generation solutions for digital cities. Mapping and SLAM algorithms are at the core of the Stereye technology and thus the
startup and the lab also start an official collaboration in 2021. An example of the Stereye mapping technology can be
seen in the image above. https://www.stereye.com/
The Mobile Autonomous Robotic Systems Lab of the ShanghaiTech School of Information Science and Technology
(SIST) is doing cutting-edge research in robotic mapping and Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). The
lab, headed by Prof. Sören Schwertfeger, had various publications on this topic in the previous years. The primary
publication on the mapping project in 2020 is titled "Advanced Mapping Robot and High-Resolution Dataset", which
was published in the Robotics and Autonomous Systems Journal in June. The paper describes one of the worlds most
advanced mapping robot, featuring multiple stereo cameras, two 3D LiDARs and other sensors. Many ShanghaiTech
undergraduate and graduate students were heavily involved in various aspects of the creation of this robot, like sensor
synchronization, calibration, electrical and mechanical design and system integration. The article thus has many authors.
The datasets collected with this robot enable us to do research on various aspects of SLAM. See the image below for an
example of a map and a photo of the mapping robot.
Another related paper with the title "Mapping with Reflection - Detection and Utilization of Reflection in 3D Lidar
Scans" was published at the 2020
IEEE International Symposium on
Safety, Security, Rescue Robotics
(SSRR). Using data collected with
the mapping robot, this paper
explores how glass surfaces such
as windows or railings reflect and
disturb the laser range data of the
robot under certain influences.
We present a method to detect the
if the laser gets a reading from the
glass itself, from the object
behind it or from the object in the
path of the reflected laser beam.
Using this approach we can not
only filter out reflected beams but
in fact also use the knowledge of
the estimated glass position to use
the reflected beams to map
“around the corner”.

First author：Hongyu Chen
Corresponding author：Hongyu Chen
Link to this article:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0921889020303997
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Smart Medical Information Research Center (SMIRC)
Introduction
The Intelligent Medical Information Research Center of ShanghaiTech University is committed to the application of
intelligent information technology in the healthcare industry. Aiming at the intelligentization, popularization and
precision of medical care, it focuses on basic theoretical research and clinical applications in the fields of disease
mechanism, biological signal collection and processing, intelligent diagnosis, physiological modeling, disease treatment
methods, and medical safety. The center currently consists of more than a dozen full-time professors and related
scientific researchers. The research fields include medical image processing, medical artificial intelligence, healthcare
big data, intelligent medical instruments, and bioinformatics. The center vigorously promotes in-depth cooperation with
medical companies and hospitals, promotes technological progress and technological transformation, improves the
international influence of ShanghaiTech University in the field of biomedical engineering, and cultivates talents with
cross-disciplinary thinking and abilities.

Main Research Directions
(1) Medical image processing. Medical imaging is the visualization of internal organs, structures and functions of the
human body. Through the application and analysis of medical images, it can provide important human internal
imaging information for clinical diagnosis and treatment, and provide necessary support for accurate diagnosis and
effective treatment of diseases. It is one of the important fields of modern medical research and application. Medical
imaging is a comprehensive discipline that closely integrates life sciences, medicine, engineering, physics, and
computer technology. With the rapid development of cutting-edge technologies such as computer technology, artificial
intelligence, and big data, and the development of various advanced medical imaging equipment, modern medical
imaging has also entered a rapid development process. Combine advanced computer technology with medical image
processing to make traditional medical imaging technology more intelligent, accurate, and humanized, further improve
the clinical application value of medical imaging, and strengthen the important role of medical imaging technology in
disease prediction, diagnosis and treatment , Realizing precision medicine and telemedicine based on big data and
artificial intelligence is an important direction for the development of medical imaging in the future.
(2) Medical artificial intelligence. The content of medical artificial intelligence is to design and use computer
algorithms to approximate the cognitive process of medical staff in analyzing complex medical data, so that relevant
medical conclusions can be automatically drawn, which can assist human doctors in analyzing prevention or diagnosis
techniques and treating diseases The relevance and effect of Specifically, medical AI uses advanced algorithms to
learn effective features from a large amount of healthcare data (including the latest medical information from journals,
textbooks, and clinical practice), and then uses the acquired knowledge to assist clinical practice, helping to reduce
human clinical practice. Avoid diagnosis and treatment errors, and help real-time inference and prediction of health
risk alerts and health results. With the recent rapid growth of medical data and the rapid development of machine
(deep) learning methods, artificial intelligence has achieved remarkable success in the medical field, and artificial
intelligence programs will be widely used in the diagnosis process, treatment plan development, and drug development, Personalized medicine and patient monitoring and nursing practices.
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(3) Health and Medical Big Data. With the rapid development of biomedical technology and information technology,
health and medical big data, as an information resource with huge development potential, is receiving increasing
attention from all walks of life. Especially in recent years, the rapid development of artificial intelligence technology is
expected to transform these data into huge social and economic value (such as the improvement of medical standards).
However, health and medical big data also poses challenges to information technology, such as how to store and
transport massive amounts of data, how to analyze raw unstructured data, and doctors and patients lack information
technology training and human support. Our research goals include solving the technical challenges of health big data
(management, analysis, decision support), using artificial intelligence and cognitive computing technology to automate
the analysis of health big data, and using big data to optimize the accuracy, efficiency and quality of medical diagnosis
and treatment Wait. Corresponding technology can improve the utilization rate of data resources and provide medical
staff and medical researchers with the convenience of data analysis.
(4) Smart medical equipment. With the advancement of science and technology and the improvement of people's living
standards, medical instruments have gradually become intelligent, and have entered the homes of ordinary people from
hospitals. Compared with traditional medical instruments, new intelligent medical instruments have the characteristics of
autonomy and interconnection. The autonomy of medical instruments can reduce the burden on medical staff and
improve the quality of life of patients while providing more timely treatment; and interconnection can combine the
perspectives and functions of multiple instruments to provide more accurate diagnosis and more complex treatment.
However, in order to achieve autonomy, intelligent medical instruments use increasingly complex software to replace
the functions of medical staff. At the same time, due to the diversity of patient physiological conditions and the low
observability of medical instruments to the patient's physiological conditions, the possibility of incorrect diagnosis and
treatment The continuous increase has brought great safety hazards to patients, and new challenges to the development,
verification and approval procedures of traditional medical equipment.

(5)Bioinformatics. With the completion of the human genome project, the rapid development of next-generation gene
sequencing technology and other biotechnologies, the emergence of a large amount of molecular biology and genome
data requires information technology (especially data science and machine learning algorithms) to process, store, and
manage ,analyze data. Our research goals include the development of new calculation methods (algorithms, databases,
statistical methods, models) to analyze data more accurately and efficiently, find out the laws in the data, use information technology to accelerate the discovery of biological knowledge, and apply existing Computational methods to
explain biological phenomena, predict the behavior of biological objects (such as cell fate), provide computational
support for experimental biological research, and so on. Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary subject, involving
multidisciplinary knowledge and technology, including but not limited to: algorithms, statistics, machine learning,
artificial intelligence, database and data mining, dynamic system theory, population genetics, etc. Technology can be
applied to many fields related to life sciences, especially disease research, drug design, agriculture, aging and longevity
research, etc.

SMIRC
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First author：Hengrong Lan
Corresponding author：Fei Gao
Link to this article：https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213597920300379

Eddy Current Probe with Three-Phase Excitation and Integrated Array TMR Sensors

Yuyao Zhang
Assistant Professor
Research Interests：
Medical image analysis

SMIRC
Research Highlights
Hybrid deep learning image reconstruction for photoacoustic tomography in vivo
Prof. Fei Gao’s Group proposed a deep-learning-based photoacoustic image reconstruction method, which reconstructs the
initial PA pressure distribution by optimizing both raw data and beamformed images once. This method extracted different
information from raw signal domain and image domain. All experiments are used to validated this method, which still
performs better than other existing methods. This work is now published in the renowned journal < PHOTOACOUSTICS
>, titled as Y-Net: Hybrid deep learning image reconstruction for photoacoustic tomography in vivo.

Deep learning has begun to attract intensive research interest in image reconstruction problems for medical imaging. The
most non-iterative schemes are CNN to directly reconstruct from raw data or post-process the low-quality results from
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conventional reconstruction. However, both existing schemes have their disadvantages. This paper proposed one possible
solution combining these two schemes, a CNN-based architecture, named Y-Net, to solve the initial PA pressure reconstruction problem for PACT. It simultaneously has two inputs from different domains (measured raw PA signals and
rough solution by conventional algorithm) and one output. The proposed Y-Net architecture also has high potential in
medical image reconstruction for other imaging modalities beyond photoacoustic imaging.

Prof. Chaofeng Ye’s Group developed a novel eddy current testing probe with coils carrying three-phase currents as
excitation and integrated array tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) sensors measuring the magnetic field as receiver. The
probe has a small background signal, simple circuit structure, and high detection sensitivity and spatial resolution. This
work is now published in the renowned journal < IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS >, titled
as Eddy Current Probe with Three-Phase Excitation and Integrated Array TMR Sensors.
Imaging with array eddy current testing probe is a critical electromagnetic nondestructive testing method with the pros
of fast inspection speed, high sensitivity, and wide application range etc. However, the sensitivity of conventional probes
utilizing coils as pick-up sensors drops rapidly as the frequency decreases, and the spatial resolution is limited by the
coil size. The sensor array in this study is packaged with bare die TMR sensors. The imaging pixel pitch is 0.5 mm,
magnetic field measurement resolution is 1.99 nT/√Hz, and the operating frequency range covers from DC to several
megahertz. The three-phase excitation currents induce eddy current that migrates electrically in the material under test
resulting in simple circuit structure. The background signal is relatively small since the magnetic fields induced by
three-phase excitation currents cancel each other. By analyzing the obtained magnetic field image, small defects with
length * width * depth = 1 * 0.2 * 1 mm3 can be detected and localized. The probe can be widely used in aerospace,
nuclear power plants, transportation facilities and other structure health inspection and material integrity assessment.

First author：Na Zhang
Corresponding author：Chaofeng Ye
Link to this article：https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9080544
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System and Security Center (SSC)
Introduction

SSC

The System and Security Center (SSC) focuses on ultra-large-scale, ultra-highly interconnected computing, communication and control systems, and develops new algorithms and computing storage platforms to improve system efficiency,
robustness, and security. SSC Center is guided by national strategy, driven by explosive growth in communication,
computing, storage and security requirements, and conducts forward-looking research in multiple frontier fields such as
5G, blockchain and intelligent computing architecture. The main research directions include parallel and distributed
systems, high-performance computing systems, and computer system architecture adaptation and optimization of new
processors; design and development of next-generation storage and communication systems; design and optimization of
wireless sensor networks and intelligent mobile computing systems ; Security system design and development for design
flaws and malicious attacks; precise and strict analysis of robustness, privacy and credit verification; research on
multi-domain cross, integration, and mutual benefit models based on game theory. The SCC Center plays an important
role in many national super-large-scale computing and analysis infrastructures, and actively promotes cutting-edge
technological innovation and socio-economic development through interdisciplinary research and cooperation and
exchanges between domestic and foreign research institutions.
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Research Highlights
Formal Verification of Masking Countermeasures for Arithmetic Programs
Prof. Fu Song’s Group proposed an approach for formally verifying masking countermeasures of arithmetic programs.
Their approach is a synergistic integration of type inference and model-counting based methods. Their tool implemented
their methods has been extensively evaluated on cryptographic benchmarks including full AES, DES and MAC-Keccak.
The evaluation of various implementations of arithmetic programs confirms that the approach outperforms the
state-of-the-art baselines in terms of applicability, accuracy, and efficiency. The result is published in IEEE Transactions
on Software Engineering, one of the two most prestigious software engineering journals in the world, titled as Formal
Verification of Masking Countermeasures for Arithmetic Program.
Side-channel attacks, which are capable of breaking secrecy via side-channel information, pose a growing threat to the
implementation of cryptographic algorithms. Masking is an effective countermeasure against side-channel attacks by
removing the statistical dependence between secrecy and power consumption via randomization. However, designing
efficient and effective masked implementations turns out to be an error-prone task. Current techniques for verifying
whether masked programs are secure are limited in their applicability and accuracy, especially when they are applied. To
bridge this gap, they proposed a novel approach which is essentially a synergistic integration of type inference and
model-counting based methods, armed with domain specific heuristics. The type inference system allows a fast deduction of leakage-freeness of most intermediate computations, the model-counting based methods accounts for complete-
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ness, namely, to eliminate spurious flaws, and the heuristics facilitate both type inference and model-counting based
reasoning, which improve scalability and efficiency in practice. A distinguished feature of their type system lies in its
support of compositional reasoning when verifying programs with procedure calls, so the need of inlining procedures can
be significantly reduced. The evaluation of various implementations of arithmetic programs confirms that the approach
outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines in terms of applicability, accuracy, and efficiency.

First author：Pengfei Gao
Corresponding author：Fu Song
Link to this article：https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9139284

First author：Jian Zhang
Corresponding author：Shu Yin
Link to this article：https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.5555/3433701.3433716

BORA: A Bag Optimizer for Robotics Analysis
Prof. Shu Yin's Group designed a file system middle layer called BORA, which optimized the bag from the perspective
of data organization and effective data acquisition efficiency. The prototype system of BORA was deployed in the
laboratory's single-node workstation and the nine-node PVFS parallel file system cluster, and finally deployed on the
Tianhe-1A supercomputer storage subsystem. The actual application test results show that compared to the traditional
bag operation, BORA improves the performance of obtaining valid data by 11x. In particular, in the robot swarm
scenario, BORA has greatly improved the I/O performance of the Tianhe-1A, and shortened the time to open hundreds
of bags at the same time by 3100x, which provides strong support for complex and changeable massive multi-dimensional data analysis scenarios such as robot swarms scenarios. Recently, this work was published on The International
Conference for High Performance Computing, Networking, Storage, and Analysis. (SC-20) under the title of "BORA: A
Bag Optimizer for Robotics Analysis".
ROS is a de facto robotic software development platform. More than just replaying messages, emerging robotic applications now require the capabilities of advanced message acquisition and rich queries. A bag is a file format in ROS for
storing message data. A message is a simple data structure that comprises multiple typed fields. How to retain the
advantages of the existing ROS bag mechanism while enhancing message extracting and querying becomes a new
challenge.
To solve it, we develop a prototype of a file system middleware called BORA. BORA is essentially a file system
middleware that optimizes ROS bag data storage and acquisition. Based on the components of a bag, BORA is able to
reorganize its data into multiple groups with each having a distinct label and manage these data groups through a
hash-based index. Thus, BORA can provide ROS applications with a well-organized data layout and a simpler bag data
locating scheme. Besides, it provides a coarse-grain secondary index mechanism to provide data that meets some
particular period predicates.
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International Cooperation
Through international academic partnerships and industry alliances, ShanghaiTech encourages its students and faculty to
think globally and push the limits of scientific exploration. Academic partnerships with prestigious universities such as
UC Berkeley, University of Chicago, MIT, Padova University provide opportunities for faculty development, course
sharing, student exchanges, academic exchanges and joint research.

Partnerships with overseas universities and institutions
Harvard University

University of
Pennsylvania

University of California,
Los Angeles

University of
California, Berkeley

University of Michigan

Carnegie Mellon
University

Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign

Università degli
Studi di Padova

University of Oxford

Drexel University

Babson College
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Yale University

University of Southern
California

Cornell University

Olin College
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SIST has established overseas study programs with a group of world-famous universities, such as MIT, UC Berkeley,
Yale, Cornell, UPenn, UMich, CMU, Duke, and Univ. of Padova. Until now, about 300 SIST students studied overseas
for their summer seminaer or research programs, such as UC Berkeley, CMU and Univ. of Padova.

In addition, in order to provide students more chance to know the frontier of the research development and make the
connection with the outside industry and other institutions, SIST will invite famous scholars or experts to give seminars.
For this year, Although influenced by novel coronavirus, we organized 31 seminars. The topics ranges from Cellular
switching mode power supply to Spectral Modeling, Imaging and Restoration.

Topic

SISTor attended IROS 2019 (from left to right:
Lingxiao Long, Haofei Kuang, Prof.Sören Schwertfeger and Qingwen Xu)

Xin Gao(Right)
attended VTC2019-Fall

Shuanyi Huang attended ICCV 2019

SISTor attended ECCE 2019(from left to right:
Junyun Deng, Prof. Haoyu Wang, Kang Yue)

Speaker

Spectral Modeling, Imaging and Restoration

Ying Fu, Beijing Institute of Technology

Cellular switching mode power supply

Xinke Wu, Zhejiang University

Time fractional phase field equations:
energy stability and variable time-stepping
approximations

Tao Zhou, Chinese Academy of Sciences

The Evolution of MOSFET Devices

Dr. Wensheng Qian, SouthEast University

Multiscale reduced basis methods for
semiclassical Schrodinger equation with
multiscale and random potentials

Prof. Jingrun Chen, Soochow University

Deep Neural Network Accelerator Designs
with Approximate, Stochastic, and
Neuromorphic Computing

Prof. Weikang Qian, University of
Michigan-Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Joint Institute.

Simeng Bian attended
GLOBECOM 2019
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School Events
Opening Ceremony
On September 4th, the 2020 SIST opening ceremony was held in the conference center of ShanghaiTech University.
This year SIST welcomed 259 undergraduate students, 308 master students and 40 PhD students. They will start their
new life in SIST with expectation and longing for the future.
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Degree Conferral Ceremony
On the afternoon of July 25th, the SIST Degree Conferral Ceremony for the class of 2020 was held at the school
gymnasium. 162 undergraduate students, 62 master students and 11 PhD students were awarded their certificates of
graduation. After several years of endeavor and dedication, these students eventually equipped themselves with
advanced knowledge and broader horizon.
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Summer Program for undergraduate students

The summer program for undergraduate students was initiated in 2012 and has been
successfully held for 8 consecutive sessions. Every year, undergraduate students from about
70 domestic universities will apply for the summer program. In the year of 2020, influenced
by the novel coronavirus, SIST held the one-on-one interview online. In addition, in order to
help these outstanding campers to get a better understanding of ShanghaiTech University
and SIST, an opening day was held in the last week of July. Outstanding campers were
invited to visit the campus, school, research platform and professors’ labs. This time the
opening day has attracted 54 students from 31 universities in total.

SUMMER PROGRAM
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Spark in Summer Time
On July 22nd, the ‘Spark in Summer Time’ activity, planned for a long time by students and teachers together,
eventually began in the sports field of ShanghaiTech University. Bunches of young souls gathered on the green lawn
to celebrate this festival. With cakes, snacks and drink, students and teachers bade farewell to deadlines, codes,
electric circuits and formulas. They entertained themselves by dancing and singing. Before leaving the scene,
everyone was filled with joy and excitement.

SISTor Gathering Day
On December 22nd, the annual
SISTor Gathering Day was held in the
school. Colorful balloons dedicated
every corner of the school and abundant lunch food covered the tables. At
the end of 2020, students celebrated
their achievements in the past year and
prepare for the new year’s arrival.
During the awarding part, outstanding
teaching assistants and administration
assistants were awarded with certificates
to appreciate their contribution in the past
year.

SUMMER PROGRAM

GATHERIN
G DAY
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Students Profiles
Below are 17 outstanding students recommended by the research centers of SIST. Some of them made great achievements in research area and published many papers in top Journals or conferences. Some of them participated many
competitions and won many awards. These are just a few representatives of the many outstanding SISTors, to give the
reader a good impression of our excellent students. Let’s get into them.

SIST
Shiying Wang

Postgraduate student majoing in Electrical Engineering.
It is my pleasure to share my story at ShanghaiTech. First I would sincerely thank this small-scale,
research-oriented university, where I was able to be immersed in academic research and got systematic
training during the past three years.
My interest in electrical or electronic blossomed during my high school years. I was curious about these
electronic gadgets and the theory behind them. The basic circuits experiment in the physical lab made me
excited and crazy. I realized the circuit-related areas were what I enjoy most. Hence, I chose electrical
engineering and automation as my major when I entered university.
During my undergraduate studies at the School of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering of Guangzhou
University, subjects like electric circuits, digital and analog circuits, power electronics, and C-programming interested me most. Besides, I worked on several projects. The first project during my undergraduate
study was a Summer Study Course. I was asked to design an intelligent tracking vehicle. This model
vehicle should collect road information and move along the road. I did this project from scratch and I still
remembered the day I succeed. After that, I was fully inspired and continued to explore those unknown and
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magic stuff, such as digitally controlled audio amplifiers, quadcopter-based STM-32 controllers, machine vision, and
UV-LED drivers. All these projects made me realize my interest in power conversion circuits.
In order to do some research on my interest area, I decided to apply a master program. The well-established academic atmosphere, talented faculty, interdisciplinary interaction, and excellent hardware at ShanghaiTech University
attracted me most. Therefore, I applied for the master program at ShanghaiTech University. Fortune enough, I was
offered admittance and joined a power-related lab. In the beginning, I was supervised by Prof. Junrui Liang, and my
research was to design an interface circuit for piezoelectric energy harvesting (PEH) system. I dug deep into the
theoretical details of PEH systems and analyzed the energy cycle specified the energy flow destination. This work
led to the publication of my first conference paper.
During the second year of my graduate study, I took a course called “Advanced Power Conversion Techniques”
given by Prof. Minfan Fu. In his course, I was fascinated by resonant converters. I had serval off-line discussions
with Prof. Fu during course office hours. After these discussions, I am pretty sure that I eager to work on the power
electronics area. Therefore, I discussed with Prof. Liang and applied for lab switching. Thanks to interdisciplinary
communication in our school and Prof. Liang’s understanding, I was switched to Prof. Fu’s lab at the beginning of
2019. After that, my research area changed to capacitive power transfer (CPT). Through hard work, I developed a
new model for the capacitive coupler, which is able to simplify the circuit model of capacitive coupler and CPT
system analysis. The initial results of this work were written to a conference paper and presented at the Applied
Power Electronics Conference (APEC) 2020. Based on this new model, I proposed a systematic compensation
approach for the CPT system. All the modeling related works were written into a journal paper that published on
IEEE Transaction on Power Electronics. After finishing these works, I focused on the analysis of high-order
compensated CPT based on multi-element resonant converters. The high-order compensation related works were
submitted to IEEE Transaction on Power Electronics.
The master program at ShanghaiTech University provided all of my academic needs and desires, and has even
exceeded my expectations. The leading professors and researchers at our university who possess independent and
critical thinking, self-disciple, open mind, persistence, and modesty towards knowledge influenced me a lot. I was
fortunate to be supervised by my advisors Prof. Liang and Prof. Fu. Their broad knowledge and deep insights have a
great impact on me. I have learned from them not only the knowledge, but also their insights, inspirations, and ways
of conducting research. The study and research experience at ShanghaiTech made me more confident in persisting in
my academic pursuit. Therefore, I planned to start my Ph.D. study at the University of Wisconsin–Madison and try
my best to realize my research goal.
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Xi Huang

Ph.D. student majoring in Electrical Engineering.

Ph.D. student majoring in Communication and Information Systems.

My current research focuses on GaN power semiconductors and their applications in high frequency isolated bidirectional dc/dc converters.

In the past decades, the developments of information processing and communication have been two common threads throughout the history of information science. The goal of the former is to build mighty machines with superior general intelligence
to unleash the productivity and creativity of human society, while the blueprint of the latter depicts the vision of technological
progress in networks and communication towards a world with more efficient information flow and more effective resource
allocation. Along with the leaping advancements of big data analytics, computing power, and information infrastructure in the
last twenty years, comes a trend towards the confluence of artificial intelligence and network communication.

This is my third year as a SISTor, looking back on my research life in the past three years, I have gained a lot. When I
first came to ShanghaiTech Campus, I was still ignorant. However, the excellent dormitory facilities made me feel at
home. The academic freedom and high-end research resources attract me most. I still remember the sense of accomplishment I felt when I finished my first project under the guidance of my teacher and the joy when my first transaction
paper was accepted. Thanks to professors and staff’s support and help, all of us with different hobbies and characteristics can maximize our advantages here, and so do I.
For now, as a Ph.D. student, with the help of my advisor, I am growing up gradually and enjoying this progress. I
benefit a lot from my advisor Prof. Haoyu Wang. In addition to hand-by-hand guidance in the laboratory, he also often
worked overtime to help us revise papers and put forward valuable suggestions. From the beginning, I knew nothing
about my research field, and now I can find my inspiration, put forward my ideas, and verify them both theoretically
and experimentally. The research life is dull and tedious, while our leisure life can be colorful. The PEARL group
organize team-building events once in a while. The picture below is the one we took when we went to Disneyland,
Shanghai.
Eyes on the future, there are still many aspects that we need to change and innovate. ShanghaiTech is where we cast
and sharpen our swords. I appreciate the opportunities and resources offered by our school, thanks for the teachers’
hardworking, hope all of us can succeed in a special field of study, and make more contributions to society in the future.

It was 2013, when I was a CS junior at Nanjing University, majoring in networks and distributed systems. At that time, the
world’s focus was dazzled by the boom of cloud computing attributing to giant companies like Amazon and Google, also by
the incubation of edge computing promoted by Cisco and Intel, and AI’s new act hallmarked via the outperformance of
AlexNet in ImageNet Visual Recognition Competition. Inspired by so many exciting signs of progress was a worldwide surge
of enthusiasm, participation, and conception about the possibilities among such technological waves. Being one of the excited
participants, I was also curious. I was curious about WHAT the synergy of AI and network technology could benefit the
world and WHAT I CAN DO for that. Such curiosity shaped the path of my subsequent life.
One year later, fascinated by its grand ideas, lofty ideals, and superior educational resources, I chose ShanghaiTech with no
hesitation as my starting point within the academic world in pursuit of my ambition. Through one year of study and practice,
in the summer of 2015, I decided to join the Intelligence, Information, and Decision (IID) Lab at the School of Information
Science and Technology (SIST) and be supervised by Prof. Ziyu Shao. To me, the study and life here have been a fantastic
experience — being taught by ambitious and smart professors, studying with self-motivated and enthusiastic friends, working
with responsible administrative staff, just to name a few. What is more, I enjoyed the globally top-level interdisciplinary
education and the precious opportunities for frequent exposure to international academic activities. Notably, thanks to my
supervisor’s support, I was honored to be a visiting student at the University of California, Berkeley in 2017.
Under the patient supervision of Prof. Shao, I chose AI-based Resource Scheduling for Large-scale Networking Systems as
the topic of my Ph.D. research work, focusing on the fundamental question about What Are the Limits of the Fundamental
Benefits of Predictive Scheduling to Intelligent Networks Systems. Particularly, targeted at dynamic resource scheduling
based on the analytics and prediction of network traffic, we developed a number of novel and effective solutions for predictive scheduling in cutting-edge networking systems. Meanwhile, our research also provides novel insights and theoretical
instruction for the design of intelligentized network infrastructure in the era of New Infrastructure Construction. By far, we
have had over 20 publications in several top journals and conferences in the field of network and communication, including
IEEE/ACM TON, IEEE TMC, IEEE INFOCOM, etc, for more than half of which I was the first author. Owing to the fruitful
academic results and excellent overall performance, I have received various awards such as the CSC-IBM National Scholarship and the Excellent Student Award in ShanghaiTech. Besides, I also actively participated in several campus activities as
the teaching assistant, administrative assistant, and volunteer of international symposiums and workshops.
Looking back at such a fanastic academic journey, it has not only witnessed the efforts I paid in pursuit of my ambitions, but
also shaped the way how I think critically, learn effectively, and perform adaptively in the face of challenges. In this process,
my passion never fades but grows even stronger along the way. After graduation, I will continue my research career and make
contributions to the development of intelligent networks.
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Binbin Zhao

Postgraduate student majoring in Information and Communication Engineering.

Ph.D.student majoring in Electrical Engineering.

I come from Weifang, Shandong Province, which is known as the capital of kites. I am currently a second-year

I heard ShanghaiTech for the first time at a campus talk, which was hosted by Prof. Cheng Wang. This campus talk was

graduate student at ShanghaiTech University. Before I decided to come here, I was also concerned, like many

so impressive that I was fascinated by this brand new university. At that time, I was preparing for joining Zhejiang

others, about whether the young ShanghaiTech could provide us with the same excellent educational resources and

University, but I changed my mind finally after having an insight into the ShanghaiTech. The comfortable living

learning environment as traditional universities. It is like a game to choose the unknown for unexpected rewards or

environment, advanced research instruments, outstanding young professors, and an open academic atmosphere here

the familiar for the predictable future. I chose the former, and my experience tells me that my choice is right.

attract me a lot. I can say that ShanghaiTech meets all my fancies about the college. Although almost three years have

Young ShanghaiTech has vibrant young professors. First of all, I have to thank my advisor Prof. Yong Zhou for
giving me the opportunity to join the big family of ShanghaiTech University. His careful guidance not only

passed since I joined SIST, I still remember that the day of my first step into Shanghaitech is March 3rd. At that moment,
I felt a brand-new life is coming, and it is the turning point of my life.

cultivates my interest in research but also inspires me to explore unknowns. At the same time, my passion for my

I am now a second year of Ph. D at SIST, major in Electrical Engineering. I love my major and enjoy the optical experi-

major has grown stronger. In my research, I also got a lot of guidance and help from Prof. Yuanming Shi, who

mental process. Through carefully controlling all kinds of lenses, I can accurately control the ray trace, and I can feel that

taught me how to apply optimization to practical problems. In daily life, professors are like our peers who are

the photons slip away from my fingers. There is a saying that “Interest is the best teacher.” Sometimes I felt a little

funny and cute, full of fantasy about the future, and full of passion for life. The other thing that benefits me a lot at

depressed to confront lots of unexpected issues at the experiment. Interest is one of the important factors that support me

ShanghaiTech is its English teaching environment, which is of great help to me in academic research and paper

in figuring out the problems. Given my interest, my supervisor Prof. Cheng Wang helped me to choose the research topic

writing. Besides, most courses at ShanghaiTech will assign projects at the end of a term. Compared with the exam,

on the nonlinear dynamics of quantum cascade lasers.

the course project can enhance our application ability of the knowledge what we have learned. After more than a
year of study and research at ShanghaiTech, I also have my own academic papers. Despite all the frustrations, I
now feel as pleasant as if I were looking at art when I review the results in my papers.

During the past three years, what I have learned at SIST is far beyond my expectations. With the help of my supervisor
Prof. Cheng Wang and all the group colleagues in Semiconductor Optoelectronics and Dynamics (SOD), I have
published 8 journal papers including ACS Photonics and IEEE JSTQE, 10 international conference papers including

ShanghaiTech has excellent professors and students, and everyone here makes me feel warm and positive. I am

CLEO and SPIE series, and 1 patent. Particularly, I am very happy that I earned the NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP this

honored to be a member of ShanghaiTech, and I also thank my past self for choosing to come here.

fall. I strongly believe that the excellent academic environment at Shanghaitech benefits me a lot. Not only the advanced
research instrument and academic exchange opportunity but also the excellent professors and colleagues. ShanghaiTech
is a magical place. Unlike traditional Chinese universities, it is very convenient to communicate with professors and
students from research groups, and students with different majors. From my supervisor and colleagues around me, I
obtained very timely help and learned a lot about practical skills and the way of thinking. I am impressed by my supervisor's academic attainments and personal charisma, and I am very proud of being his student. Besides, the SOD
colleagues are very lovely, hardworking and cooperative. I feel very honored to be a member of the SOD family. I
consider myself extremely lucky to choose the Shanghaitech.
After my graduation, I plan to serve as a researcher either in some university, institute, or distinguished company, so as
to figure out cutting-edge technology problems. My greatest hope is that my research work can bring a little difference to
the world one day. Each human being has to die, but not everyone lives.
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Yaodan Xu

Postgraduate student majoring in Electrical Engineering.

Postgraduate student majoring in Communication and Information Systems.

I am currently a third-year graduate student at ShanghaiTech University and I have been studying in SIST for

In a twinkling, I have been a second-year graduate student at ShanghaiTech University. I still remember that my initial
interest in ShanghaiTech University stems from its unique school-running philosophy, which strives to build a
small-scale, high-level, international research-oriented, and innovative university, and to carry out original scientific
research that serves the national strategy. This is exactly the ideal goal of scientific research in my mind. I have always
believed that real scientific research should be influential and practical for the country and the people; ShanghaiTech has
been doing this. The cross-cooperation between various colleges or centers within the college and the exchanges and
communication between outstanding scholars in various fields offer unlimited possibilities for creativity and innovation.
Here, students are not passively accepting knowledge but encouraged to actively explore everything in the process of
scientific research and learning. Any point of view is allowed to be refuted, and any interesting idea is encouraged to
explore. In addition to professional content, there are also rich humanity activities, various interesting handicraft classes,
philosophy classes, art appreciation classes, etc., which make me to feel the humanistic feelings.

almost three years. I did my bachelor study at School of Electronic Science and Applied Physics, Hefei University
of Technology, majoring in electronic science and technology. As I took more core courses about semiconductor
and integrated circuits, I found that I prefer delving deeper into this field over industry when I faced the choice of
pursuing master degree or applying for a job. So, I decided to take the graduate admission test, and it was then that I
started to know ShanghaiTech University. Some high school classmates of mine were doing their bachelor studying
in ShanghaiTech University and shared their academic and practical achievements to me. What impressed me most
was that as long as you have the enthusiasm and ability, ShanghaiTech will offer you opportunities to unleash full of
your talent. With no hesitation, I took part in ShanghaiTech’s summer camp and later on-campus interview to pass
the recruitment process. Soon after Spring-festival of that year, I joined Prof. Xinbo Zou’s lab, GaNology Lab,
ShanghaiTech as a visiting student for my bachelor project from march 2018, which is half year ahead of
kicking-off my real master semesters.
As many other students who are new to scientific research, my research began with literature reading, instrumental
learning and repeating test. Finally, I successfully passed the graduation thesis defense.
Upon official registration as a master student of ShanghaiTech, Prof. Zou helped me plan my mater’s career and
established my research direction -- design, simulation and test of GaN power devices. I chose one or two courses
every semester so that there will be sufficient time for me to devote to research and this method worked very well.
As the first-grade graduate student, I published one international conference paper and one SCI paper. I still
remember the first time I got the paper acceptance email. I was so excited to tell my parents this news and proved to
them that I made the right choice. Thanks to the support of the school, I presented our study results in IWN-2018
which was organized in Japan. This chance allowed me to get in touch with the researchers across the world and
exercised my English communication skills. Now, I have gained required course credits and published another SCI
paper in the leading journal of semiconductor device research.
Apart from studying, I also quite enjoyed my extracurricular life in ShanghaiTech. Our school often held various
campus activities and I joined the basketball team, which held regular training twice a week. From training routines
and games, I fit my body and refresh my minds for better research. Through tournaments, we got the chance to win
places or even honors for the school, which unified teammates together.
Time flies and I’m about to graduate as a master student. I want to express my gratitude and appreciation to ShanghaiTech for every opportunity provided, and to my supervisor Prof. Xinbo Zou for his guidance and care. I am very
proud to be a part of this newly-established lab and university.
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Of course, the excellent and convenient learning and living environment of ShanghaiTech University is pleasantly
surprising. I often feel that the buildings in the school are like works of art. Walking in the campus and admiring the
surrounding buildings and scenery, I always feel the peace and enjoyment from the heart. With full learning freedom,
first-class scientific research equipment, faculty, and a good living environment, Shanghaitech University has satisfied all
my yearning for graduate life.
My undergraduate study was mainly in radar signal processing, so I had a relatively good understanding of the field of
signal processing, and I was also very interested in signal processing algorithms. The current popular machine learning,
deep learning, and artificial intelligence were all strongly related to signal processing, so I thought signal processing
algorithms would have important applications in many fields in the future. It was this that made me to choose the major
in this direction and encouraged me to keep studying.
Looking back on the past year and a half, I have gradually adapted to my postgraduate study and life, and also completed
a small part of my goals. I have completed six professional courses with GPA of 3.83 and published an IEEE journal
article (IEEE Sensors Journal) and an IEEE conference article (EMBC) as the first author. I am currently in the next stage
of research. I was thankful to see the achievements in my study and scientific research, but I think the biggest impact of
my graduate life is on my mentality. I used to feel that I was inferior to others in certain abilities and sometimes there
were some failures in my research process, which led me to self-doubt and even anxiety. However, after a year of study
and adjustment, I gradually realized that instead of wasting time on self-doubt, it is better for me to learn what should be
learned and do what should be done. I have a clearer understanding of myself now, and I can accept my imperfections
and the failures in study and scientific research, and then continue to do what I should do. It seems that sometimes I can
do better if I don't think too much.
In the past one and a half years, I met lots of professional and kind teachers, the like-minded friends, and also gained my
ideal love. I am proud of my school and I am grateful for everything it has given me. I always know there are many
challenges await on the road, but I have the confidence to stick to it.
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enterprise with the spirit of unity and cooperation. I plan to enter an Internet company with mature operation system and
work on data analysis. Because in such an excellent environment, I can get in touch with a group of outstanding
professionals and learn from their shining points in the process of communicating with them. In addition, the Internet is
a rapidly changing industry. Only when I enter the top Internet companies can I have access to the most advanced
technology and thinking. The work of data analysis requires some working experience, for example, sensitivity to data
is an ability that is acquired through the accumulation of working experience. I hope that in top Internet companies, I
can continuously accumulate working experience and finally form my own unique analytical thinking.

Postgraduate student majoring in Computer Science and Technology.
It is my great honor to be admitted to School of Information Science and Technology (SIST), ShanghaiTech for
postgraduate study. Initially, the reason why I chose ShanghaiTech was for its excellent research environment. The
school provides students with a free atmosphere and sufficient resources for academic research. After joining
SIST, I was also attracted by its special class system. Different from the traditional teaching system, almost all
courses are taught by combining examinations and projects, which improve the understanding of professional
knowledge and the hands-on ability of students.
My major is computer science and technology with a focus on data science. What made me decided to choose the
major was my experience of participating in projects related to data science during my undergraduate study. I
really enjoyed the research experience especially when I found patterns in the data and made some discoveries.
And with the development of the information age, the amount of information is becoming larger and larger, and
data of multiple modalities can be used for analysis. Since I got the offer of test-free admission for Master study at
ShanghaiTech in summer of 2019, I had already determined my research direction in my last year in college. Thus,
from the fall semester of 2019, I joined Professor Jie Zheng’s research group to participate in scientific research
and competitions, including the DREAM 2019 sub-challenge in computational biomedicine and a project on the
prediction of protein expression based on multiple-omics single-cell datasets. Under the guidance of Prof. Zheng
and two master students in the research group, our team won the third place in the first sub-challenge of the
DREAM 2019 (please see the ShanghaiTech news about it). In addition, I have been working with Prof. Zheng
and other students on the project about protein expression prediction using single-cell multi-omics datasets since
January 2020, and our work was published in the Journal of Methods (impact factor 3.641) in October 2020. The
paper is titled "Ensemble learning models that predict surface protein abundance from single-cell multimodal
omics data". Moreover, our team also participated in the "Huawei Cup" 17th China Post-Graduate Mathematical
Contest in Modeling in September 2020, and won the second prize.
At ShanghaiTech, I think what benefit me most is the opportunity of meeting a group of fellow students with
shared interests and aspirations, brought together and influenced by our professors through teaching and mentoring. I personally believe that sometimes the valuable learning comes not only from teachers, but also from fellow
students. Through communicating and collaborating with them, I keep learning and improving myself in all
different kinds of abilities (e.g. critical and creative thinking, technical writing and giving oral presentations). The
most exciting moments include when new ideas are generated after intense discussions with Professor and other
students, and when after a long time of hard work together, we finally make some progress in a difficult project.
I really cherish the opportunity to enter such a learning environment with strong scientific research atmosphere
and mutual discussion between classmates and professors. Similarly, after graduation, I hope to enter such an
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Jie Wang Xinnan Dai Prof.
Jie Zheng)
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Pengfei Gao

Postgraduate student majoring in Computer Science and Technology.

Ph.D. student majoring in Computer Science and Technology.

Life is short, especially when you decide to pursue a degree. I am currently a third-year graduate student at ShanghaiTech
university. My research interests focus on storage systems, including but not limit to, file systems, key-value stores, and
non-volatile memories. ShanghaiTech University is a young and energetic university. I can still clearly remember the
reason that I chose to come to ShanghaiTech University. The purpose of my graduate school is very clear. I just want to
improve myself by learning knowledge and skills. Although ShanghaiTech is a new school, it has a good academic
atmosphere and the people around it are full of energy. At the same time, it is full of opportunities and challenges, and I
like to meet challenges.

The reasons I chose ShanghaiTech are excellent hardware facilities, attractive living allowances, and high-level
professors. ShanghaiTech is a good place where you can follow your interests, pursue your dreams, and conduct
research.

When I first got into the field of research, I was full of excitement of computer systems. The weekly group will benefit me
a lot, and I get excited every time when we discusse a problem with the people in the group. I knew that I had come to the
right place, and there was the work I wanted to do most. With the help of professors and classmates, I quickly devoted
myself to research.
My research topic is to optimize the storage of the robot operating system and improve the efficiency of data acquisition
by designing a file system middle layer. At the beginning of the work, I didn’t know where to start. Fortunately, my
instructor, Professor Yin Shu, gave me patient guidance and taught me how to read papers, how to find problems, and
how to solve them. I learned how to start from the bottom and understand the basic principles of computer systems, how
to quickly capture the principles of the entire system. Gradually I grew up from the shallower to the deeper and could find
the key to the problem through my own practical experience and eliminating the error points step by step. Slowly, the
research work started smoothly. Finally, this work was published in the top conference of high-performance computing,
which is The International Conference for High Performance Computing, Networking, Storage, and Analysis.

My research interests broadly involve program analysis and verification for security concerns. At present, I mainly
focus on formal verification of countermeasures of Side-Channel attack, especially for implementations of
cryptographic algorithms. This research question is very meaningful. Cryptography plays a crucial role in many
aspects of our daily lives from smart card to cyber-physical systems to Internet of things, forming the backbone of
security mechanisms. Therefore, formally verifying the masking countermeasures are very important.
After almost 3 years of research, I have achieved some research results, which have been published on the flagship
international conferences (i.e. CAV 2018, TACAS 2019) and two most prestigious software engineering journals
in the world (i.e. IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering and ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and
Methodology). During the study, I won the honorary title of "Excellent Student at ShanghaiTech" and "Merit
Student at ShanghaiTech" in 2019 and 2020 respectively. I was also the winner of National Scholarship for
Graduates in 2020.
ShanghaiTech University benefits me a lot during my study. Every schoolmate works hard and has ideas, which
inspired me not to slack off. The professors are wise and hardworking, who can always give me new thoughts.
After my graduate, I may do a postdoc. There are indeed many interesting research problems that need time to
solve.

I have learned a lot during this experience at ShanghaiTech University, both in life and in study, but I think the most
important thing is that I have learned how to think and solve problems. This is also the most emphasized point at ShanghaiTech University. It not only teaches you skills, but also pays attention to students’ critical thinking.
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Postgraduate student majoring in Computer Science and Technology.
I’m Yijun Yuan. And this is my 7th years that I’ve been together with ShanghaiTech. I’m now about to finish
my Master study. Through all of those years, it is a great honor that I watched it get born, growing and become
such a wonderful university.
I joined ShanghaiTech in 2014, CS major. The very hard courses in the first two years really make people
struggle, especially, for a boy, for whom the PC is merely a game console before university. The hard time
about computer make me feel maybe CS is not a good idea. But I survived and I did learn things. Those tough
days of coding and debugging, those days we compete on the coding board still make me feel nostalgic.
In the end of my third year in ShanghaiTech, I got the exam-free to take my Master study. I’m really lucky that
Prof. Schwertfeger become my Master advisor, and also my friend. He is such a professor who always puts the
need of his student the first place. In the last few years he gave me much help. Under the supervision of Prof.
Schwertfeger I got four papers published in my first year of Master study.
He also offered me the opportunity to connect with Prof. Andreas Nuechter in Würzberg University, Germany.
At the end of my first year study, I got the great news at my application for a short term scholarship got
approved by German Academic Exchange Service. Through this I spend three months at Würzburg University
as a guest researcher. I worked hard there and it is my great honor that, after two month, Prof. Nuechter invited
me do my PhD studies in his group.
Now I have six papers published and two more journal papers are under review. And I’m about to finish my
Master and take my PhD study with Andreas Nuechter.
As I look back a little bit, most of my 2014 classmates have left ShanghaiTech. The refreshed blood in SIST
leads to a lot more unfamiliar faces. I can feel the young spirit from those new students. I feel they love our
university. The university grows more and more prosperous. ShanghaiTech is very young, but I find people
start to accept it as one of the great Universities in China and admire it. This really comforts me.
I’m proud of our ShanghaiTech. Now, I have to leave it for my next journey. And I also wish, one day, you
will be proud of me.
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Peng Xin

Ph.D. student majoring in Computer Science and Technology.

I’m Xin Peng, an SIST Ph.D. student within the Mobile Perception Lab under the lead of Prof. Laurent Kneip. Five years ago,
I obtained the postgraduate recommendation and was interviewed by a professor who is from the Shanghai Institute of
Microsystems and Information Technology (SIMIT) and also specially-appointed with ShanghaiTech University. I had to
make a choice. The first option was to become a graduate student of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, which is a well-established and renowned university in China. The second choice was to become a student of ShanghaiTech University, which we
all know is still a very young project in the academic landscape in China. That’s in fact the first time I heard about ShanghaiTech. After some brief research, I discovered ShanghaiTech’s ambitious mission which differs a lot from traditional Chinese
universities, and I gained the feeling that life at ShanghaiTech would be colorful and special. Without further hesitation, I
chose to become a graduate student of ShanghaiTech.
It turns out that my choice was right. Since joining our university, I gained a myriad of knowledge, confidence, and experience. During the first year, I had to sit through our tough courses, which aim at international standards, and are definitely
different from what I experienced before. Our courses teach new knowledge through highly practical approaches and
strenthen our presentation and writing skills. The slides are in English and teachers will use English most of the time. There
are challenging and popular projects in many courses, and even professors with very strong academic background make a
genuine effort to bridge the gap to the students and establish close relationship. This is a place which is full of energy and
academic atmosphere.
After being a microelectronics master for three years, I gave up an offer from Huawei and made an adventurous decision:
transferring my major to computer vision and aiming for a Ph.D. degree. I am interested in artificial intelligence and believe
in its potential to change people’s life, and I aimed at making achievements through research. I really want to thank my
current adviser Prof. Laurent Kneip. He has strong achievements in computer vision and robotics, and kindly accepted me as
a Ph.D. student despite I was lacking frontier knowledge in computer vision. He is always there and willing to help students.
From that moment on, and with the help of Prof. Kneip, I started my real life as a researcher.
ShanghaiTech is a university which focuses on academic research. Students are offered abundant opportunities, such as for
example the annual conference ASSIST during which internationally renowned researchers are invited to our campus to
interact with both faculty and students. Moreover, students may easily benefit from funding to participate in international
conferences and student exchanges. I was lucky to participate at the International Conference on Intelligent Robots and
Systems in 2019. I am again very grateful to my advisor Prof. Laurent, who secured me a chance to be a visiting student in
the Robotics and Perception Group under the lead of Prof. Davide Scaramuzza.
During the past three years, I managed to finish 8 papers (6 already published, and 2 more under review). My most prestigious achievement is the work entitled “Globally-Optimal Event Camera Motion Estimation”, which was accepted by the
European Conference on Computer Vision in 2020, one of the three major international conferences in computer vision. A
follow-up extension is already submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (TPAMI),
the top scientific journal in the field of artificial intelligence and computer vision with an impact factor of 17.861. The paper
already got accepted with “minor revision”. This gives me great confidence in my research abilities, and provide me opportunities for future development. I’m very grateful for the supervision and support offered by Prof. Kneip and our school.
I am soon going to graduate from ShanghaiTech, but I will never forget the past five years here. My life changed here. Thank
you ShanghaiTech.
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Sen Li

Postgraduate student majoring in Computer
Science and Technology.

My name is Sen Li, a first-year graduate student majored in Computer Science at SIST. Last year, when I was looking for a
suitable university to continue my study and research after obtaining the qualification of recommended graduate student, I
heard about ShanghaiTech University from a teacher. Before learning more about it, I was curious why both well-known
professors and excellent young academics from all over the world come to teach in this new school. But soon I discovered
why ShanghaiTech is so attractive. This is a young resource-rich university with a focus on academic research and an
innovative and personalized education system. Everyone here is full of energy and enterprising. I believe that by studying
here I can be a competitive researcher and create new things of significance.
Although my undergraduate major is Electronic Engineering, I learned a lot of computer science by taking courses including
Computer Programming Foundation, operating system, Data and algorithms, Software engineering. In addition to learning
course, I practiced coding in the LeetCode website for a month to improve my programming ability. In the process of
studying, I gradually discovered the charm of Computer Science especially in algorithm and wanted to make achievements
in computer-related fields. So I did not hesitate to choose the major of CS when I became a graduate student.
After living in ShanghaiTech University for four months, I have completely adapted to the study and research life here. Of
course I encountered some difficulties at the beginning. The Matrix Computations course requires us to use latex to complete
the homework but I have only used latex a few times before. I still remember that it took me almost a week to finish my first
homework but now I have been able to use latex proficiently, which has provided me with great help in writing papers. I also
study some necessary numerical computational methods by taking the course Applied Numerical Computations. These
methods are closely related to my research direction, scientific computing and are conducive to my scientific research. In
addition to major courses, the various lectures of ShanghaiTech have also benefited me a lot. ShanghaiTech attaches great
importance to international exchanges. Teachers here often invite experts and scholars in different fields to give talks. By
participating in many lectures, I not only have a better understanding of the international frontier research directions, but
also have been inspired by many research ideas. For example, after listening to the talk about Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo(HMC) given by Prof. Jinglai Li, I learned a lot and did some related research.
Due to little exposure to scientific computing during the undergraduate course, I need to learn a lot of related basic knowledge. My supervisor, Prof. Qifeng Liao is very nice and patient. He did not let me do research immediately but encouraged
me to conduct research on the basis of completing the courses and learning basic knowledge well. Our research group holds
a reading group every week. Every time at the reading group, someone will introduce an article he recently read to us and
then we will discuss it together. I think this is a great opportunity to learn and progress together. Besides study and research,
living atmosphere is also what I am very satisfied with. My supervisor and us get along equally and he can fully listen to our
opinions. We can discuss any issues with him. Seniors in our group are also very helpful and we get along very well. They
help me adapt to the life of a graduate student as soon as possible and answer a lot of learning puzzles for me. When I first
presented an article in the reading group, I performed very poorly. But they kindly encouraged me and told me that I have
done well. All of these make me feel a sense of belonging even though I have been here for a short time.
To conclude, even though I have just become a graduate student of ShanghaiTech University, I have experienced many
conveniences and advantages of studying here. With my efforts and the conditions ShanghaiTech provides, I am confident to
overcome the challenges and difficulties I will encounter. I have planned to apply to be a PhD student in the second year of
my master's degree and continue to study and research here.
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Zhang Wen

Postgraduate student majoring in Computer
Science and Technology.

I am currently a third-year graduate student at SIST, and also one of the first undergraduates of ShanghaiTech University. I still remember
the first time I learned about ShanghaiTech before the college entrance examination, I was deeply attracted by the innovative concept of
school-running. It is a brand-new university and I will be one of those who make history. After entering the university, international
courses, powerful teaching staffs and rich research resources all prove that I made a very sensible and wise decision.
The same as most college students, I had no deep knowledge of computer science before university. In the first two years, I was only a
passive receiver and had no clear mind about my future. Fortunately, almost all the courses were equipped with graduate TAs. As those
who had been through the experience, they shared a lot about themselves not only in study but also in life and future. I am extremely
grateful to them and later became one of them to help more students.
To be frank, I was not an outstanding student as an undergraduate. When many classmates around me all entered for various competitions,
I still did not found my direction. Luckily, benefit from the integrated teaching system of ShanghaiTech, I took some graduate courses in
my junior year and Introduction of Algorithmic Game Theory is one of them. Prof. Dengji Zhao, the instructor of the course, who was later
my supervisor, adopted attractive and interactive teaching methods to introduce a new field for us. I was absolutely riveted. I finished the
course at head of the class and thus found my favorite research direction, algorithmic game theory. After the course, I joined the SMART
(ShanghaiTech Multi-Agent Systems Research Team) and started my scientific research. I enjoyed the thick atmosphere of research and
learned a lot which is far more valuable than I can get in books. Therefore, when I got the postgraduate recommendation, I did not hesitate
to stay in ShanghaiTech and stay in SMART.
During the four years undergraduate learning, I was accustomed to the pace of study here and thus quickly brought myself into researching
status when I became a graduate. Prof. Zhao is a very nice supervisor. He never restricts our divergent thinking. No matter what idea we
propose, he always encourages us to learn from trying and gives key guidance appropriately. It is because of the careful guidance of Prof.
Zhao and my accumulation of scientific research in the undergraduate stage that I grew up fast and promote the research fast. I will always
remember the day, January 15th 2020, my three papers were all accepted for presentation on AAMAS and ECAI on the same day. The
acceptance is the best approval of my past efforts.
As an international university, ShanghaiTech provides many international exchange opportunities. Every year, the information science and
technology symposium will be held at ShanghaiTech, where a lot of experts in different fields give talks. The symposium indeed provides
us with a good opportunity to learn frontiers of knowledge. Moreover, for me, with the support of the research group, I have participated in
domestic and international conferences for many times, and also worked as volunteers in these conferences, which exercises my various
aspects and broadens my horizons. Through the international exchanges, I can not only learn from others but also enhance our influence.
Last year, I was invited to give oral presentations at several conferences.
Besides courses and research, ShanghaiTech also focuses on the combination of production and learning. I remembered when I was in
junior year, I first went to Alibaba with a group of sophomores under the lead of Prof. Zhao. The visit gave a big impact on me and made
me learn more about the application of technology in internet companies. Coincidentally, this summer vacation, I got the internship there.
It’s a great pleasure to be back in Alibaba after three years.
Now, I have got an offer from Alibaba. After graduation, I will go there and work as an algorithm engineer. Recently, relying on my
excellent grades and great achievements in scientific research, I won the national scholarship for graduates. To be honest, when I was a
freshman, I never thought I would make these achievements. I am very happy to be what I like. Finally, I want to take this opportunity to
express appreciation to my supervisor, Prof. Dengji Zhao, for his meticulous guidance and help on both study and life. More appreciation
of ShanghaiTech is to provide the very international and research oriented teaching standards, because of which we can get chances to do
scientific research during our undergraduate study and build a solid foundation for further study and research. It is ShanghaiTech makes me
what I am today.
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Zhengping Zhang

Undergraduate student majoring in Electrical Engineering.
I heard Shanghaitech University from my parents at high school at first time. They said Shanghaitech University is a new university
fulfilled with creativity and freedom, so I decided to participate in the independent enrollment of Shanghaitech University four years ago.
On the campus open day, what impresses me most is the gate circuit experiment. This experiment makes me feel the open and inclusive
style of study in the school. At high school, I was also interested and curious about the region of scientific research, and this experiment
introduces some principles of digital circuits and makes me feel interested. Moreover, the clean and comfortable campus environment
and accommodation conditions also makes me feel satisfied. Taking above factors into consideration, I think Shanghaitech University is
very potential and can give me well education, so I chose Shanghaitech University immediately when I passed the independent enrollment. Considering information industry is also a popular industry nowadays, and I have laid a relatively solid foundation of mathematics
and physics in high school, so I chose EE as my major.
At Shanghaitech University, I got a scholarship in my sophomore and junior year. In my junior year, I got the outstanding student at our
university, and the second prize of the TI National Undergraduate Electronic Design Competition. Together with my classmates, I
designed the full automation system of artificial intelligence model and obtained the patent. In my sophomore year, I entered the research
group of Professor Xiong Wang. Since then, I have published a paper as co-author about broadband vortex beams with senior students in
the research group and have a paper as second author about metasurface generate Airy beams. What benefits me most at Shanghaitech
University is that my ability of innovation, communicating with others, self-learning and time management are greatly improved. Firstly,
the atmosphere of innovative and positive learning at Shanghaitech University gives me the opportunity to participate in some competitions. In the process of participating in the competition with my classmates, my innovation ability and the ability to communicate with
my classmates are trained efficiently. Secondly, the homework of some major courses are much complicated than the content we learned
in the class and I have work in the research group, which is completely different from high school, so I need to search some further
materials spontaneously and figure them out by myself so that I can handle my work well. During this progress, my self-learning ability
is greatly enhanced. Since I have joined professors’ research group, I gradually getting familiar to the work of the research group and
learn more knowledge about the academic research. In addition, it is also necessary to balance the work in the research group and my
own study, I learned how to manage my time between these works in my college life.
At Shanghaitech University, my most exciting moment is found my favorite subject, that is, joined professor's research group and
published my own paper. When I entered the research group, I was worried that I am not able to handle the task that professor gave me
because I haven’t heard of the region of metasurface before and the work in the research group is completely different from that in the
class. But with the guidance of professor and senior students in the research group, I started from reading the paper materials that the
professor gave me and completed the small tasks given by the professor step by step. In this progress I gradually knows what I need to do
and what this region is. When I encountered some problems in reading the materials or the result of my work is not satisfied, I can ask
help from professors or senior students any time and they alway answer my questions patiently and encourages me, so I won’t feel the
work in the research group is bored and I won’t be depressed. As time goes by, more and more problems are solved by communicating
with professor and senior students, and I gradually handle the work by myself and have a deeper knowledge of scientific research. When
the paper was published, I felt my hard work finally paid off and it makes me looking forward the further study.
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Qixuan Zhang

Undergraduate student majoring in Computer Science.
It has been my third year in ShanghaiTech and finally it's my turn to share my experience and thoughts of life in
ShanghaiTech.
Courses of SIST focus a lot on practicing knowledge in projects, which enabled me to perform better in various
developping competitions. Fortunately, I have got first or second place many times since my freshman year. Besides,
I gained a lot of experience in engineering and product development from these experiences. At the end of my first
semester, I joined Professor Yu's research group with anticipation and curiosity, hoping to start my academic career
there. However things were always difficult at the beginning, soon I realized that my basic knowledge was not
enough to drive a research project, instead, I felt I was holding everyone back, which made me doubt myself. While
under the guidance of seniors, I gradually got on the right track and made the most of my strengths.
In my sophomore year, I became the GeekPie club's chief, which is the most active and the biggest association in our
university. The mission of GeekPie is to create an atmosphere of innovation for the campus. My partners and I have
done our best to create a platform for technology sharing and project practice opportunities for every student. Not
only are the club activities widely praised, but the members have also achieved excellent results in various domestic
and international competitions. This is largely due to the support and guidance of SIST's professors for student
activities. For example, Professor Yin kindly served as the coach of our GeekPie_HPC, a high-performance computing team, leading the team to reach third place in Asia. Up to now, the GeekPie community has won more than 40
awards in science and technology competitions around the world.
The sudden arrival of COVID 19 disrupted my plan to exchange abroad. I decided to continue my postgraduate
studies at ShanghaiTech University. After several months of internship in companies such as AGORA and DGENE, I
had a basic understanding of the industry and finally founded my own company and served as CTO. ShanghaiTech
has provided us with many resources and platforms for startups, and I am also very grateful to Professor Yu for his
hand-in-hand guidance. I look forward to my company bringing a little change to everyone's lives in the future.
Three years ago, on campus open day, a professor told me that we should choose the university which really matches
us in DNA, do what you are curious about. I'm glad I made the right choice and could share that statement with more
people.

I have chosen to continue studying at Shanghaitech as a graduate student, since I am already familiar with the work in the Professor
Wang Xiong's research group, so I choose his research group to carry out more in-depth scientific research in the region of metasurface
design. I hope to study more cutting-edge technology in different subjects, using the interdisciplinary method to realize original scientific
research achievements in some new fields in the future.
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Teng Xu

Undergraduate student maijoring in Computer Science
I’m Teng Xu, a CS undergraduate student of Class 2021 in SIST, ShanghaiTech University. I have received
the offer from SIST to join as a graduate student starting from Fall 2021, under the guidance of Prof. Jingyi
Yu and Prof. Lan Xu.
I’ve been interested in doing scientific research since I was a high school student or earlier. When I was in
high school, Shandong Experimental High School, I was selected to the National High School Talents
Program (YINGCAIJIHUA, 全国中学生创新人才培养计划(英才计划)) held by China Association for
Science and Technology. This program is aimed at training high school students in China’s top universities in
order to find students who are interested in natural science. In the program I had an instructor, Prof. Chunjiang
Jia, who is a professor in Chemistry Department of Shandong University and I started doing projects in his
lab. I spent three months in summer in the lab to finish the experiment that I had designed earlier, and another
two months are spent to finish the paper writing. Finally, the paper won the “Outstanding projects” prize in
the program’s annual review and was selected to participate the China’s final of Intel International Science
and Engineering Fair (Inter ISEF). The days that I was busy doing experiment all day and writing papers have
become a scene that has ever since then impressing me in my mind, reminding me of the orientation that I am
heading for, and a scene that has shaped what I will be.
Despite my great effort in chemistry in high school, I still chose to study computer science in university. The
biggest reason is that I’ve liked computer and computer science since I was a little kid. And another significant reason is because I know that in the 21st century, a scientist who has higher aims must be able to handle
interdisciplinary problems and most importantly, to know a lot in computer science. Computer science has
become of vital importance to all subjects because of the development of Artificial Intelligence, Machine
Learning, etc. Since I’m interested in science, I have to have deep understanding in these fields. To get all
these goals achieved, I had to get the best ever professional education in this domain, and clearly, ShanghaiTech University, which provides the multidisciplinary training for all its fellow students, is the one that could
be called the best fit.
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course. Furthermore, another course that impresses me the most would be the Computer Architecture I, which
inherits from Berkeley’s CS 61C. In this course the professor introduced massive quantum of knowledge in only 48
hours of course. Apart from the lecture content, dealing with the complexity of writing assignments as well as
programming assignments and labs also greatly improved my understanding to the course. During the course I
developed great interest for the computer systems and my programming ability was also enhanced a lot and I got
an A+ in the end. After three years of hard work, I’ve awarded with the National Scholarship and State Scholarship
of undergraduate overseas programs. I’ve also won the first prize of ShanghaiTech Scholarship twice as well as the
prize of ShanghaiTech Outstanding Student.
In the semester of 2019 fall, I was selected to the ShanghaiTech overseas programs and started my visiting year at
UC Berkeley, where I learned a lot. One of the most interesting courses I took was EECS C106A, Introduction to
Robotics. This course was taught by Prof. Shankar Sastry, a well-known expert in the fields of robotics. This
course has built up my interest in robotics. In this course, we are taught how to manipulate the robots and describe
the way robots behave in the context of kinematics, dynamics and control. The most impressive work I’ve finished
in this course is my project, in which we want to use the robots “Sawyer” to draw portraits on paper with marker
pens. In order to finish our mission, robot sensing, planning and actuation will be involved. In the end, I built a
coordinate transformation tool and a path planner as my part of the work, which ensures the successful execution
of the drawing job. The project website is available at robotart.ten1o.net, in which the detailed information is
illustrated.
In addition to academic experience, I’m also active in social activities. I have done a lot of volunteer work in both
student activities and academic conferences. Actually, it is these experience that makes my ShanghaiTech life more
complete. In my sophomore year, I was the director of the academic and technology department of student union
and the director of the student press-corps at ShanghaiTech. I’ve taken the leadership of many activities in campus
such as annual sports meeting and academic week of ShanghaiTech. I was awarded as “Outstanding member of
ShanghaiTech Student Union”. I believe such experience would not only give me meaningful memories but also
play a significant role in my daily life and academic career, as my communication skill was greatly improved
during those activities.
I’m glad that I’ve participated in many aspects of ShanghaiTech life, and I had a chance to actually define my life
at ShanghaiTech. It’s also a great pleasure that I can continue my life at ShanghaiTech for the next three years.
And I believe that there would be more aspects of ShanghaiTech life for me to develop.

During my freshman year at ShanghaiTech University, I found that the curriculum system here are exactly the
same as what I thought before, and actually I’m grateful to it. Because in the teaching schedule for the
freshman, you can easily find many fascinating high-quality general education courses, both in natural science
and social science. The most impressive course is Physics IA, the professor would introduce every physical
topic to us by using little toys or devices. He would also give out assignments which required us to do a little
experiment by ourselves. I also finished the bonus project during this course, in which I built up a magnetic
coupling wireless electrical transmission device together with my classmate and finally I got an A+ in the
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